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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
The items in this catalog were received in the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed by subject area in future catalogs.

**NEW NON-FICTION**

**6077129 Horses of the World.** By Elise Rousseau, Illus. by Y. Le Bris. A comprehensive overview of 570 breeds of domestic and extant wild horses, including hybrids between the two and between domestic breeds and other equids, such as asses. Collees of 600 color illustrations showcasing every breed, including color photos and maps. 536 pages. Princeton. 8⅛x10¼. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

**6996828 What Did We Use Before Toilet Paper? 193 Curious Questions & Intriguing Answers.** By Andrew Thompson. Baffling and bizarre, entertaining and enlightening, this witty and compulsive collection of trivia will captivate and surprise. Answers to thought-provoking questions are revealed in this fascinating compilation that will be impossible to put down. Illus. 262 pages. Bristol Park. $8.95

**6090200 THE ART OF THE CLASSIC WESTERN MOVIE POSTER! Ed. by Ed Hulse. In this richly illustrated, eye-pleasing compendium of some 180 images, Hulse guides readers through the complete visual history of the genre, from the first narrative adventures to the antecedents of the spaghetti epics; from singing cowboys to masked vigilantes. 320 pages. Schiffer. 10x11¼. Pub. at $35.99 $49.95

**6065821 SUPER GIANT GRAB A PENCIL BRAIN BOOSTERS.** By Richard Levine. The landmark book on Frank Lloyd Wright's designs for remaking the modern city. Presents a radically new interpretation of the architect's work and offers new perspectives on the history of modernism. Lavishly illustrated with drawings, plans, maps, and photographs, Levine places Wright's projects within their historical, cultural, and physical contexts. 446 pages. Princeton. 9⅛x11¼. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

**6063265 THE URBANISM OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT.** By Neil Levine. The landmark book on Frank Lloyd Wright's designs for remaking the modern city. Presents a radically new interpretation of the architect's work and offers new perspectives on the history of modernism. Lavishly illustrated with drawings, plans, maps, and photographs, Levine places Wright's projects within their historical, cultural, and physical contexts. 446 pages. Princeton. 9⅛x11¼. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

**6997899 WRIGHT ON EXHIBIT: Frank Lloyd Wright's Architectural Exhibitions.** By Kathy Smith. How Wright was an artist-architect projecting an avant-garde program, an innovator who expanded the palette of installation design as technology evolved, and a social activist driven to revolutionize society through design. Fully illus. in some color. 279 pages. Princeton. 9⅛x10¼. Pub. at $63.00 $21.95

**8056854 WHITE GOLD: The Extraordinary Story of the Yellow and Isla the Million White Slaves.** By Giles Milton. Thomas Pellow and fifty-one of his shipmates were captured at sea by Barbary corsairs and brought by the tyrannical sultan of Morocco. Drawn from the unpublished letters and manuscripts of Pellow and survivors like him, this is a fascinating glimpse at a time long forgotten by history. Color photos. 470 pages. Holt. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

**8065714 MADLY, DEEPLY: The Diaries of Alan Rickman.** Running from 1993 to his death in 2016, the diaries provide singular insight into Rickman’s public and private life. Reading them is like being chatting to a close companion. Meet Rickman the consummate professional actor, but also the friend, the traveler, the fan, the director, the enthusiast, the man beyond the icon. Color photos. 470 pages. Holt. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

**8063276 INNATE: How the Wiring of Our Brains Shapes Who We Are.** By Kevin J. Mitchell. Traces human diversity and individual differences to their deepest level: in the wiring of our brains. Explains how variations in the way our brains develop before birth strongly influence our psychology and behavior throughout our lives, shaping our personality, intelligence, sexuality, and even the way we perceive the world. Illus. 293 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

**6997511 BRAVURA: Virtuosity and Ambition in Early Modern European Painting.** By Nicola Sutcliffe. The painterly style known as bravura emerged in 16th century Venice and spread throughout Europe during the 17th century. Discusses the personality cult of the transgressive, self-taught, antisciolastic genius, and the ways in which bravura artists, through their stunning displays of skill, sought applause and admiration. Well illus. in color. 295 pages. Princeton. 8⅛x10¼. Pub. at $68.00 $24.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

*means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>City Tax</th>
<th>County Tax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMERICAN EAGLES, SECOND EDITION: A History of the United States Air Force, text by C. Terry et al. Photographs by D. Patterson. Tells the story of the beginnings of flight, through the creation of the U.S. Air Forces as a separate branch of the military, to the unbelievable technological achievements of what is the preeminent air power in the world today. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. Lyons. $56.95**

**698895 WHEN ELEPHANTS COME TO TOWN: A Visual Anthology.** Text by James Attlee. A collection of images from around the world of elephants in captivity, dating from Victorian times to the height of circus culture in the mid-20th century, many of them taken by anonymous photographers. Intricately nostalgic these images capture the complexity of one of the planet’s most enduring inter-species relationships. 176 pages. ACC. 6⅝x8½. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95
NEW NON-FICTION

6083273 VERROCCHIO: Sculptor and Painter of Renaissance Florence. Ed. by Andrew Butterfield. Verrocchio was one of the most versatile and inventive artists of the Italian Renaissance, creating works of unprecedented technical and aesthetic merit and breathtaking beauty. He made art across media, from his spectacular sculptures and paintings to his work in goldsmithing, architecture, and engineering. Fully illus. in color. 372 pages. Princeton. $48.00 $14.95

6075565 PROSTITUTION: Everything About Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor. By Roger Lewis. They come together in Rome during the making of Cleopatra, which gives Lewis the opportunity for a major piece of research. He enters the world of jewels and private jets, vodka yachts and furs—the splendid vulgarity of the Sixties. Then, inevitably, it all goes wrong, with suicide, alcoholism, violence, recrimination and divorce. Illus. 645 pages. Quercus. $28.00 $21.95

6075560 THE WHISPERS ON THE NIGHT WIND: The True History of a Wilderness Legend. By Adam Shools. In delving into the dark corners of Canada’s wild, the author combines folklore, history, and adventure into a fascinating saga of exploration. 16 pages of color photos. 239 pages. Allen Lane. $27.00 $6.95

6077064 BEETLES OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA. By Arthur Y. Evans. The only comprehensive color photographic guide to the remarkably diverse and beautiful beetles of the United States and Canada west of the Continental Divide. 624 pages. Princeton. 8x10. Paperbound. $45.00

6077512 THE DOG: A Natural History. By Adam Miklosi et al. A dog’s story is a revealing look at the world’s diverse forests and their ecosystems. The Earth’s forests are havens of nature supporting a diversity of life. Offers a beautiful introduction to what forests are, how they grow, assess and conserve them. 400 pages. Princeton. 9x1/4. Paperbound. $49.95 $9.95

6081207 THE CARTIERS: The Untold Story of the Family Behind the Jewelry Empire. By Francesca Cartier Brickell. The revealing tale of a jewelry dynasty—four brothers, who made their family firm internationally famous in the early days of the twentieth century. Illus. some in color. 625 pages. Ballantine. $35.00 $9.95

6079439 RESISTANCE AND VIAJE: IN VAYO & RUSSIAN OCCUPIED AUSTRIA. Anschluss & After. By Tim Heath et al. The lives of Herty Bryan, Millie Keller and Hilde Schubert come together to reveal an astonishing picture of life in occupied Austria. Dragging on unimaginable fortitude, these girls defied domination and fought fearlessly, risking their own lives, to carry on their moral obligation to humanity. 16 pages of photos. 98 pages. Pen & Sword. $5.95

6081326 WHISTLER TO CASSATT: American Painters in France. Ed. by Timothy J. Standring. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, American artists flocked to France in search of instruction, critical acclaim, and patronage. This richly illustrated volume offers a sophisticated examination of cultural and aesthetic exchange in the United States as it really happened and as it is remembered in the American consciousness. Illus. some in color. 772 pages. Crown. $38.00 $9.95

607720X WATERFOWL OF NORTH AMERICA, EUROPE & ASIA: An Identification Guide, ed. by Schismue Reiber. A guide to the 84 species of ducks, geese, and swans of Europe, Asia, and North America. Details on taxonomy, identification features of age and sex, geographic variants, measurements, voice, molt, hybridization, habitat and life cycle, range and populations, and status in captivity. Fully illus. in color. 656 pages. Princeton. $48.00 $9.95

6078176 PATH LIT BY LIGHTNING: The Life of the Venerable Bede and King Alfred. By Aidan Dodson. Explains the origins of towns, manor houses, and castles in a celebration of one of America's most valuable and iconic rivers and demonstrates the river is a belw of overwre and climate change. 224 pages. $47.95

6077879 JAMIE WYETH: Unsettled. Ed. by Amanda C. Burden. The story of Jamie Wyeth, the American realist artist, descendent of one of America’s most revered artistic families, and as a member of dark and uneasy subjects. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Rizzoli. 10x11¼. Paperbound. $55.00 $39.95

6099824 TUTANKHAMUN, KING OF THE NINETEENTH DYNASTY. By Aidan Dodson. Tells the story of Tutankhamun, from his own lifetime in the 14th-century BC down to modern times. It explores the various theories as to his parentage, his role in the “counter-reformation” that followed the religious revolution of Akhenaten, his premature death, and more. Illus. in color. 202 pages. American Univ in Cairo. $35.00 $11.95

6063230 STALIN: Passage to Revolution. By Ronald G. Suny. The definitive biography of Joseph Stalin from his birth to the October Revolution of 1917, a panoramic and often chilling account of how an optimistic, idealistic youth from the provinces of Transylvania was transformed into a cunning and fearsome outlaw who would one day become one of the 20th century’s most brutal dictators. 24 pages of photos. 856 pages. Princeton. $39.95 $7.95

6083192 MARIA THERESA: The Hapsburg Empress in Her Time. By Barbara Stolzblatt-Rieler. Maria Theresa was a superb political strategist, a supreme logistician, and a master of sexual intrigue. This work challenges the many myths about her life and rule. The author examines all facets of 18th century society, from piety and patriotism to pedantry and childishness and much more. Challenges the idealized image of Maria Theresa as an enlightened reformer. 32 pages of color photos. 1045 pages. Princeton. $39.95 $7.95

6077218 WHAT INSECTS DO, AND WHY. By Ross Piper. Explores how insects live, ranging from elegant displays of courtship to brutal acts of predation, and provides insights into the marvelous diversity of insects all around us. Along the way, Piper explores insect evolution, reproduction, life cycles, feeding strategies, defenses, and more. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Princeton. $27.95 $9.95

6077279 DECKCHAIR: The Life of Jim Thorpe. By David Maraniss. Thorpe became a as a mystical effect that exelled at every sport. He won gold medals in the decalation and pentathlon at the 1912 Stockholm Olympics, was an All-American at the Carlisle Indian School, became the star of the first class of the Pro Football Hall of Fame, and played major league baseball. 24 pages of photos. 659 pages. $8.95 $6.95

6063095 THE COLORADO RIVER: Chasing Water. By Peter H. Cook. High photography and essays, this volume is a celebration of one of America's most valuable and iconic rivers and demonstrates the river is a belw of overwre and climate change. 224 pages. $47.95

6063096 BUILDING ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND. By John Blair. Explains the origins of towns, manor houses, and castles in a completely new way, and sheds new light on the important functions of buildings and settlements in shaping people's lives during the age of the Venerable Bede and King Alfred. Illus. in color. 471 pages. Princeton. 8x1/4. Paperbound. $48.00 $7.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 6079436 THE CURSE OF THE MARQUIS DE SADE. By Joel Warner. The captivating, deeply researched true story of how one of the most notorious revolts ever written–Marquis de Sade’s 120 Days of Sodom–landed at the heart of one of the biggest scams in modern literary history. 281 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.99. $6.95

★ 6079486 NECRONOMICON. Ed. by Simon. In the past thirty-one years, there has been a lot of ink–actual and virtual–spilled on the subject of the Necronomicon. Some readers take it as a genuine hoax, others have praised it as a powerful grimoire. It has been found to contain formula for spiritual transformation, consistent with some of the most ancient mystical traditions found worldwide. 218 pages. Avon. Paperback. $6.95

6079695 WITH THE PARAS IN HELMAND: A Photographic Diary. By Craig Allen. Allen tells his story in action photographs and non-nonsense prose of the hardships, courage, and costs suffered by frontline soldiers over prolonged periods. He captures the color of life and death in Afghanistan for both combattants and the vulnerable civilian population caught up in this vicious spiral of war. 302 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $23.95.

6077489 DINNER ILLUSTRATED: 175 Recipes for Meals Ready in 1 Hour or Less. By the eds. Just follow your ingredients and follow the step by step color photographs that show each recipe from prep to serving. Each page includes a full meal that can be prepared in an hour or less, from meatless options and gluten free options to vegetarian and vegan options. 400 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. 8¼x10. Paperback. $32.99.

6064774 JENA 1800: The Republic of Free Spirits. By Peter Williams. In the 19th century, a steady stream of young German poets and thinkers curved to the town of Jena to make history. Neumann brings this remarkable collection of friends and rivals into a work of intellectual history that is colorful and passionate, informative and intimate. Illus. 244 pages. FSG. $27.00.

6077536 KITCHEN SMARTS: Questions and Answers to Boost Your Cooking IQ. By the eds. at America’s Test Kitchen. In the decades since Cook’s Illustrated magazine was first published, its writers have received thousands of letters from stumped home cooks. From basic, practical queries to highly scientific investigations into kitchen chemistry, the best of those queries are asked and answered here. Illus. 309 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Paperback. $15.95.

6058465 ALWAYS WARM MAN: Striking Letters from a Japanese POW. By Charles Steel. Steel had the misfortune to take part in two great military disasters of the Second World War—the retreat of the BEF—catastrophically in the Dunkirk evacuation and the Fall of Singapore. Within days of being captured by the Japanese he began writing letters to his new bride. 16 pages of photos. 184 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $24.95.

6078141 SUPERFRUITS FROM THE GARDEN. By Michael van Straten. Discover how to eat better for less by growing your own food; boost your immunity by eating nutritious, biologically active ingredients; develop simple gardening and cooking; and reduce your carbon footprint. Fully illus., in color. 192 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperback. $24.95.

6079352 LESSON 7 OF D-DAY. By John Antal. A primer on how your occupation or role in life, by learning from the leadership of these seven men, including Eisenhower, Theodore Roosevelt and Lieutenant Dick Winters. Illus. 209 pages. Casemate. $32.95.

607113 HITLER’S WARTIME ORDERS: The Complete Fuhrer Directives 1939-1945. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. Presents the important historical record of Hitler’s war directives. From preparations for the invasion of Poland to his last desperate order to his troops on the Eastern Front, it provides a fascinating insight into the proceedings of the Second World War and the mind of the man who launched the world into chaos. 16 pages of photos. 224 pages. Pen & Sword. $32.95.

6075983 AIR POWER SUPREMO: A Biography of Marshal of the Royal Air Force. By William Pyke. Sir John Stilwell was one of the twentieth century’s most distinguished wartime commanders and incisive military thinkers. This new biography reveals how he earned this remarkable reputation. Photos.

6076149 THE BIRTH AND IMPACT OF BRITPOP: Mis-Shapes, Scenesters and Insatiable Ones. By Paul Land. This is the story of one remarkable period of creativity in British guitar music told through the experiences of someone who was there from the first note of ‘Popscene’ through to the run out groove of ‘This is Hardcore’. 16 pages of photos. 205 pages.

6070040 HELPING STOP HITLER’S LUFTWAFFE. By Arthur McDonald. Outlining his career in the RAF, Arthur gives valuable insight into flight training between the wars and illustrates how his role in the Biggin Hill Experiment provided a vital part in saving Britain from German invasion. Arthur also explains how, when he was station command at RAF Down, what he devised an invisible flare path. Illus. during the war. 266 pages. Pen & Sword. $42.95.

6054738 A VOYAGE THROUGH TIME: The Masis Collection of Horological Masterpieces. By R. Chadwick, photos by C. Bruce. The Masis Collection is one of the world’s most comprehensive privately owned assemblages of pocket watches. Focusing on the work of art, it encompasses over 400 years of watchmaker, enameler, and goldsmith craft. Boxed. Fully illus. in color. 415 pages. Unicorn. 10¼x14. $300.00


★ 6681822 THE COMPLETE MIDDLE EASTERN VEGETARIAN: Classic Recipes from the Middle East & North Africa. By Hathem Salbaum. The vegetarian cuisine of the Middle East and North Africa is a treasure chest of pungent herbs and spices. Originally the food of peasants too poor for meat, vegetarian cooking in the Middle East developed over thousands of years into a culinary art form influenced both by trade and invasion. It’s as rich and varied as its history as it is in flavor. 334 pages. Interlink. Paperback. $25.00.

6077552 NATURALLY SWEET: Bake All Your Favorites with 30% to 50% Less Sugar. By the eds. at America’s Test Kitchen. America’s Test Kitchen offers more than 100 revolutionary recipes for great-tasting baked goods and sweets made with less processed sweeteners. Each recipe contains 30 to 50 percent less sugar than favorites such as Chocolate Chip Cookies and Cinnamon Buns. 275 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Paperback. $26.95.

6078915 FIGHTING WITH THE FOURTEENTH ARMY IN BURMA: Original War Summaries of the Battle Against Japan 1943-1945. By James Luto. The Fourteenth Army, consisting of British and Commonwealth forces of the Second World War, drove the previously undefeated Japanese Army from the Indian border and out of Burma in an unrelenting offensive. After defeating the Japanese each division compiled a summary of their actions. These Japanes each version form the basis of this work. 16 pages. 275 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $29.95.


6079458 SCRAMBLE! The Memoir of Britain’s Most-Decorated Fighter Pilot. By J.R.D. Bob Graham. Graham joined the RAF in 1938 at the age of 18. By 1940 he gained his first victory. From that point on, he was constantly in action. Famed for his individual night-time intruder sorties, he took in the Pemburne raid, the Battle of Britain, the strategic fight against the V1s and V2s during the Blitz. Photos. 208 pages. Greenhill. Paperback. $24.95.

6098887 WHAT MOVES US? Le Corbusier and Asger Jorn in Art and Architecture. Ed. by Ruth Baumeister. Le Corbusier is one of the most influential architects of the 20th century. His influence is most pronounced in the writings and art of the Danish experimentalist Asger Jorn. Their collaboration on the pavilion for the 1937 Paris World Exhibition sparked Jorn’s lifelong fascination with the great architect. Fully illus. some in color. 210 pages. Scheidegger & Spiess. 8¼x11¼. $49.00

6054681 VISIONS OF DYSTOPIA. By George Orwell’s most famous fable, the scathing allegory Animal Farm and the chilling Nineteen Eighty-Four, their dystopian vision was informed by observations of poverty and disillusion with politics. With an incisive forward and commentary, this collection brings together the two novels and some of his illuminating nonfiction. Beautifully bound with red foil stamping. 430 pages. Flame Tree. $15.95.

6075699 FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH AMERICAN FLYCATCHERS: Kingbirds and Myiarchus. By Cin-Tye Lee, illus. by Andrew Birch. Takes bird identification to an entirely new level by training readers to observe subtle differences in structure, color patterns, and vocalizations before delving into the finer details of a particular species. Fully illus., in color. 190 pages. Princeton. 8x10. $18.95.

6098305 THE HIGHER HELP METHOD: Stop trying to Manifest and Let the Universe Guide You. By Tammy Mastroberte. Mastroberte shares her tried and true system for framing your intentions with clarity, and the simple yet powerful help such as angels, guides, and loved ones; shifting your energy and recognizing guidance from the Universe. Illus. 301 pages. Sounds True. $16.95.
402 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

6065589 A POCKET GUIDE TO VIETNAM 1962. For many Americans in the 1950s, Vietnam was a faraway place of which they had little knowledge. The U.S. Department of Defense prepared a publication to give soldiers an understanding of the history, culture, politics, infrastructure, geography, and people of Vietnam. Photos. 93 pages. Bodiean Library. Pub. at $10.00 $5.95


6075398 WRITE-ON WIPE-OFF LET’S WRITE WORDS. By Highlights for Children. Offer your child appropriate writing activities with puzzles that increase writing confidence and build fine motor skills. With the write-on, wipe-off pages included with this dry erase marker, your child can enjoy every activity countless times. Solutions included. In color. 56 pages. Highlights for Children. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6093946 HIGHLIGHTS HIDDEN PICTURES BARNYARD STICKER PUZZLES. Enjoy hidden pictures puzzles anywhere, anytime! Find the images hidden in each puzzle and place the corresponding sticker when it belongs. Solutions included. Ages 5-8. Well illus. Highlights for Children. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

699817 WHY KAREN CARPENTER MATTERS. By Karen Tengson. Tengson interrogates the story of a woman who had to fame with her own trans-Pacific journey. She presents comprehensive profiles of more than 100 Egyptian deities, goddesses, demons, and other beings. Illus. in some color. 869 pages. Llewellyn. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $90.00 $71.95

6082017 THE LOST ART OF HANDWRITING WORKBOOK. By Brenna Jordan. Inside you’ll find dozens of practice pages to develop your handwriting and improve your penmanship through careful lettering and distinctive hand-printing. It’s time to appreciate the creative, calming, and beautiful art that is your own writing. 190 pages. Skyscraper Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


6997355 THE PHILosophers’ LibrARy: Books that ShAPed the World. By A. Fennér & C. Meyns. Features the most important gods, goddesses, demigods, and other divine beings. Illus. in some color. 869 pages. Llewellyn. 8¼x 10¼. Pub. at $71.95 $60.95


6074668 THE CATRATZ ESCAPE BOOK. By Paul Phillips & Francis. Framed as a traitor and a murderer and sent to Alcatraz, you must escape the forbidding jail, recover the lost evidence, and stop an illegal land sale. Surrounded by the most notorious and dangerous inmates, you’ll soon learn that your only means of escape will be by solving hidden puzzles using the code wheel. Solutions included. Illus. Ammonite. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6999298 THE Liar’s Game: Simple Tricks, Skill-Builders and Show-Stoppers to Up Your Game. By Reynold Poernomo. Got a sweet tooth or someone to impress? Level up your dessert game with 60+ brand-tested recipes from modern-day MasterChef legend Poernomo. Recipes include Butter Cake, Curd Tart, Crepe Caramel, Oozy Lava Cake, Ultimate Panna Cotta, Onyx Magic Mushrooms, and more. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Murdoch Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $7.95


6082742 AMERICAN MAN: Speaking the Truth About the War on Masculinity. By Lawrence Jones. Jones explains how conditioned perspectives are about manhood—and how powerful the needs is to set the record straight. Men, he argues, are essential to thriving families and prosperous societies, and the sooner start acting like men, the better off we will be. 235 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

6997600 THE INKBLotts: Hermann Rorschach, His Iconic Test, and the Power of Seeing. By Karin Tongson. Tongson profiles Rorschach, his iconic Rorschach Test and the power of seeing. The power of the Rorschach in clinical practice is often overstated, but its impact on the world of mental health cannot be understated. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

6058636 AN ANATOMY OF PAIN: How the Body and the Mind Experience and Endure Physical Suffering. By Isy Faro. Pain is a universal human experience, but we understand very little about the biology behind it. This is the first work to clearly explain the current issues and complex debates about the treatment of pain, how our bodies experience it, and how society deals with those who are suffering. 244 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95


6066594 A POCKET GUIDE TO VIETNAM 1962. For many Americans in the 1950s, Vietnam was a faraway place of which they had little knowledge. The U.S. Department of Defense prepared a publication to give soldiers an understanding of the history, culture, politics, infrastructure, geography, and people of Vietnam. Photos. 93 pages. Bodiean Library. Pub. at $10.00 $5.95

6972931 THE STORY BEHIND THE SECRET ON THE PLAIN OF AMERICA. Photos. 334 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

6999157 244 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95
NEW NON-FICTION

607910 A JUDGE IN AUSCHWITZ: Konrad Morgen's Crusade Against Corruption & Illegal Murders / By Kevin Prenger. Reveals an apparently fearless SS judge who uncovered corruption at Auschwitz and condemned the notorious Buchenwald commandant Karl Koch and his wife Ilse, all while condoning the wider atrocities of the Holocaust. This work explores the questionable motives of a puzzling and contradictory figure. Photos. 169 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

589752 MIRACLES WE HAVE SEEN: America's Leading Physicians Share Their True Stories / By Hao. Drawing with a colored pencil is an artistic technique that combines sketching and color, offering a lighter, more translucent texture in the long historical tradition of the art. Birds and flowers have been a common theme in paintings. Teaches you how to use vibrant colored pencils to depict birds and flowers with auspicious meanings, opening up a unique natural world. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Shanghai People's Pub. 7½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

587974 THE LITTLE BOOK OF HERMETIC PRINCIPLES / By Amber D. Browne. Discover the ancient wisdom of Hermes Trismegistus, considered one of the founders of philosophy, with this guide to the Hermetic principles. You'll find seven fundamental truths attributed to Trismegistus that will help you uncover your purpose and find fulfillment. 224 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $13.95 $7.95

587920 SOLDIER AT HEART: From Private to General / By Mike Reynolds. Describes Reynolds's military career from private soldier to major general, a career that took him from England to Europe and to North America. It was a life dominated initially by the Cold War and later by terrorist campaigns in Cyprus, Ulster and central Europe, the latter seeing him with six full-time military units. Photos. 272 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.95 $5.95

580843X SIMPLE: Over 100 Classic Recipes for the Easiest and Quickest Way to Cook / Over 100 recipes that can be cooked in 30 minutes or less. Learn essential techniques and recipes for important staples, making sure you're always a step ahead. Recipes include Fish Stock, Veal Scallopini, Herbed Skillet Meatloaf with Bacon, Beef Shawarma, Dark Chocolate & Stout Brownies, and more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Cider Mill. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

607741 THE MAKE-AHEAD COOK: 80 Simple Strategies for Dinner Tonight / By the eds. of America's Test Kitchen. While most make-ahead cookbooks focus only on stocking your freezer, this collection teaches you how to combine strategies that show you how a little advance work can reap huge benefits. Recipes include Prep-Ahead Spice-Swirled Pork Loin; Overnight Kale Salad; Slow-Cooker Tomato Chili; and more. Color photo pages. America's Test Kitchen. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95


608172X THE TOXIC MOLD SOLUTION: A Comprehensive Guide to Healing Your Home and Body from Mold / By Laura Linn Knight. Describes the experts in the field, case studies from families healing from mold exposure, and Knight's own personal experience with the long-lasting effects of mold. Along the way, you'll also discover a multitude of healing tools and exercises to help you. 177 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

607734 POISONING THE PACIFIC: The US Military's Secret Dumping of Plutonium, Chemical Weapons, and Agent Orange / By Jon Mitchell. For decades, U.S. military operations have been contaminating the Pacific region with toxic substances, including live agents. Who was behind the operation? Reveals the horrific extent of contamination in the Pacific and the lengths to which the Pentagon will go to conceal it. Illus. 303 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

607578 WILD WATERCOLOUR: Connect to the Natural World Through the Art of Painting / By Inna Buividavicz. As natural as it gets! This book of watercolor art techniques through painting nature's wildlife and habitats. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Leaping Hare. 6¾x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

6099264 ZEN GARDENS AND TEMPLES OF KYOTO: A Guide to Kyoto's Most Important Sites / By John Dougill, photographer. The first comprehensive guide to Kyoto's most important Zen gardens and temples, some of which have now been declared UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Collects over 50 temples with a detailed overview of each site and stunning color photos. 144 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95


5607715 THE OFFICIAL U.S. ARMY CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, RADIOLOGICAL, AND NUCLEAR OPERATIONS FIELD MANUAL / By the U.S. Army. Outlines the dangers of each of these threats to our military personnel and civilians, offering their use of protective gear and equipment to make themselves safe. Maps. 113 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

6099289 A LIGHT THROUGH THE CRACKS: A Climber's Story / By Beth Rodden. When Beth Rodden was 20 years old she was already an elite rock climber when a climb gone wrong began to escalate into a nightmare. Beth, her boyfriend, and two other climbers were kidnapped by militant rebels. After six days of hiding, marching, and being intensively guarded, Beth and her friends finally made their way out and a year later she tells the story of her escape. 267 pages. Lerner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

6079741 THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD ORACLE / By Marie Bruce. Enter the world of ancient Egyptians with this unique card deck. This oracle shows you how to use themes from Egypt's ancient mythology to gain guidance and clarity in your daily life. The accompanying book explains how to use the deck for both magical and divination purposes. Includes a 50 card deck, a 128 page guide in a presentation box. Well illus. in color. Arcturus. $13.95

6079653 MAGICAL HERB COMPOUND: 600 Correspondences, Spells & Formulas / By Eddy Wu. Alongside a plant description, each profile lists common names, spiritual uses, folklore, and any relevant caution. Also features a meditation, spell, and anecdot from the author's personal practice. 225 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

6076963 THE TEA LEAVES RELIQUARY / By Olivier De La Souchère. Teaches you how to read tea leaves. Includes a practical guide, a section on the tea leaf as a divination tool, and a full-page chart of patterns and meanings. Additionally, it gives you tips on how to make the most of your leaf reading experience. 144 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

6079652 THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD: A Magical Oracle / By Marie Bruce. Enter the world of ancient Egyptians with this unique card deck. This oracle shows you how to use themes from Egypt's ancient mythology to gain guidance and clarity in your daily life. The accompanying book explains how to use the deck for both magical and divination purposes. Includes a 50 card deck, a 128 page guide in a presentation box. Well illus. in color. Arcturus. $13.95

6079651 MAGIC HERB COMPENDIUM: 600 Correspondences, Spells & Formulas / By Eddy Wu. Alongside a plant description, each profile lists common names, spiritual uses, folklore, and any relevant caution. Also features a meditation, spell, and anecdote from the author's personal practice. 225 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95
NEW NON-FICTION

**607998**
**PAGANISM: An Introduction to Earth-Centered Religions.** By Joy Browning, Paganism is a broad term that encompasses many different earth-centered paths such as Wicca, Druidism, and Asatru, whose practitioners embrace the idea that the natural world is sacred. This work is an introduction to the beliefs, ethics, and practices of modern Pagans. Illus. 250 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **$13.95**

**608308**
**YOU’LL LOVE THIS WILD WITH YOUR BUTT SEWED SHUT.** By Robby Grimm. Filled with facts that will tickle your gray matter, this work provides answers to all the questions about death that you’ve ever wanted to ask (a few you never thought to). You’ll learn how to avoid incendiary pacemakers and exploding caskets, why Victorians ate mummies and Napoleon artistically arranged skulls. 256 pages. Castle Point. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.95**

**608263**
**TO RESCUE THE CONSTITUTION: George Washington and the Fragile American Experiment.** By Bret Baier with C. Whitney. Washington rescued the nation three times: first by leading the Continental Army to victory in the Revolutionary War, second by presiding over the Constitutional Convention that set the U.S. on the path toward establishing the Constitution through a fractious ratification process, and third by leading the nation as its first president. 16 pages of photos. 360 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $32.50. **$18.95**

**607987**
**THE ROAD TO ANKOR: Stanfords Travel Classics.** By Christopher Pym. Pym originally went to Indo-China in 1956 and stayed 20 months, during which made the seven-week journey described here. He traveled the 450 miles on foot, seeking to trace an ancient Khmer road. Chronicles conditions there and in Vietnam, and gives a fascinating account of the varied customs of tribes found right off the beaten track. Illus. 230 pages. John Beaufoy. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$13.95**

**608518**
**FISHING LARKINS: A Return to Village Life.** By Dan Needles. Takes a walk through the village of the 21st century, observing customs, traditions and institutions that endure. With characteristic wit, Needles reveals that the national character is often very much a product of its small towns and back roads. Illus. 166 pages. Douglas & McIntyre. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. **$9.95**

**608024**
**CHEATING DEATH: Three-Time Slaveholders in U.S. History.** By Denzel. Schipper brings the public came first and the criminals a

**607908**
**HIT & RUN: Daring Air Attacks in World War II.** By Robert Jackson. In describing the most perilous and exciting air battles of World War II, with some outstanding successes and some unmitigated disasters, Jackson gives readers a riveting look at 15 of these astonishing air battles. Photos. 202 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$7.95**

**609944**

**6094458**
**YOU HAVE TO BE PREPARED TO DIE BEFORE YOU CAN BEGIN TO LIVE.** By Paul Kix. The riveting story of the 1963 Birmingham Campaign—the ten weeks that shaped not only the course of the Civil Rights Movement but also the future of America. 378 pages. Celadon. Paperback at $30.00. **$6.95**

**608719**
**THE BROWNIE LOVER’S BIBLE: Over 100 Delicious Recipes.** By Lisa Slater. Often more than 100 modern and classic recipes, this volume will bring you whirring up delicious brownies for every occasion. These deep, dark and decadent desserts will satisfy any sweet tooth. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Workman. **$11.99**

**608135**
**ICE RIVERS: A Story of Glaciers, Wilderness, and Humanity.** By Jemma Wadhams. The ice sheets and glaciers that cover one-tenth of Earth’s land surface are majestic glaciers around the globe as individuals, each with their own unique character in their community. A riveting blend of cutting-edge science and encounters with polar bears and survival under the midnight sun. 188 pages of photos. 219 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $26.95. **$9.95**

**6097570**
**GRIEF: A Philosophical Guide.** By Michael Cholbi. An original account of how grieving works and why it is so important, this work shows how the pain of this experience gives us a chance to deepen our relationships with others and ourselves. 219 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**

**608172**
**DENMARK VESEY’S BIBLE: The Twisted Revolt That Put Slavery and Scripture on Trial.** By Jeremy Glick. In 1797, Denmark Vesey was hanged in Charleston, South Carolina, convicted of plotting what might have been the largest insurrection against slaveholders in U.S. history. Schipper brings the trial and its aftermath vividly back to life, and shows how Vesey used the Bible to promote and justify the revolt. 181 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $26.95. **$9.95**

**607738**
**THE SUPERNATURAL ORGANIC GARDENER: Everything You Need to Know About a Vegan Garden.** By Matthew Appleby. From advice about how to make and buy natural fertilizers and compost soil to recipes on what you grow, and how to cook it, and how to share your plot with wildlife, this work covers all the bases. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. White Owl. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$7.95**

**60796**
**SUPER ORGANIC EATER: The New Playbook for Cooking Vegetarian.** By Cara Mangini. Shows how you can make the familiar dishes we love to eat—soups, salads, and comforting bowls of pasta, burgers, pizzas, and sheet-pan suppers—in versions that are fresh, vegetarian, deeply satisfying, seasonal and always customizable. Recipes include Enchiladas, Chipotle Cream. Swiss Chard Risotto, and more. Well illus. in color. 330 pages. Workman. 8½x10¼. **$35.00**. **$26.95**

**607909**
**THE MYSTICAL TACTICS OF THE ZODIAC.** Celebrate the heavens, your own personal sign, and the fun of_coloring in an intricate, beautiful and giftable work. Plume. 7½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00. **$4.95**

**607902**
**KILLERS, KIDNAPPERS, GANGSTERS AND GRASSES: On the Frontline with the Metropolitan Police.** By Dick. Dick, who had been a detective in Scotland Yard’s serious crime squad and the Flying Squad, Kirby describes front line policing warfare, where the criminals and poor. There are great stories of arrests, ambushes, fights and meeting informants in unlikely places, 16 pages of photos. 202 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. **$6.95**

**6099618**
**COLOR ME CAPYBARAS: A Copy-livating Coloring Book.** Color in the illustrations of these charming creatures as they frolic in fields of flowers, go for a swim, and embark on adventures big and small. Cider Mill. 8½x11. Paperback at $10.99. **$7.95**

**607900**
**GALLIPOLI SNIPER: The Remarkable Life of Billy Sing.** By John Hamilton. A small man and a deadly killer, Billy Sing, was considered to be the most successful sniper and feared man in Gallipoli. Using a standard issue Lee Enfield .303 rifle, he began to pick off unwary Turks who were foolish enough to expose themselves. Sing acquired an unyielded reputation as he killed increasing numbers of enemy soldiers. Photos. 255 pages. Frontline. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$7.95**

**607950**
**THE BROWNIE LOVER’S BIBLE: Over 100 Delicious Recipes.** By Lisa Slater. With more than 100 modern and classic recipes, this volume will bring you whirring up delicious brownies for every occasion. These deep, dark and decadent desserts will satisfy any sweet tooth. Well illus. in color. 206 pages. Workman. **$11.99**

**605405**
**COLORING THE ZODIAC.** Celebrate the heavens, your own personal sign, and the fun of_coloring in an intricate, beautiful and giftable work. Plume. 7½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00. **$4.95**

**605455**
**BEST-KEPT SECRETS OF PRAGUE.** By Michael Robinson. Whether you’re looking for art galleries or theaters, churches and beer gardens, there is something for everyone in Prague. This guide will introduce you to the city through stunning photos and informative text, taking you to the unmissable places, as well as lesser-known places. 192 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **$9.95**

**605459**
**THE BUTTERFLY HUNTER’S HANDBOOK: The Essential Field Guide for Exploring the World of Butterflies.** By Anna Southgate. Discover how butterflies evolved, and explore their lifecycle and migration patterns. With addition to the comprehensive butterfly directory, provides everything you need to identify and classify your sightings. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Baker and Taylor. **$8.95**
**NEW NON-FICTION**


**608166** FREE LOVE: The Story of a Great American Scandal. By Robert Shaplen. In 1953, Shaplen revisited the Tilton-Beecher affair in a series of articles for the New Yorker, rekindling many old accounts. As court transcripts, love letters, newspaper reports, and personal letters were reprinted, the dust covered by the scandal was lifted and the public was reminded of a pivotal year in the history of British air. 248 pages. Patchwork Place. $18.00

**607813** STANLEY KUBRICK’S BARRY LYNDON. Ed. by Alison Castle. Companion to film with film stills, behind-the-scenes photographs, screenplay drafts, and other exclusive material. Includes essays, interviews, and film comparisons. Pallas. 272 pages. Paperback. $29.95

**6099251** SEW MANY NOTIONS: Wonderful Wool Appliques, Simple Stitches, and More. By Debbie Busby. Decorate your sewing space with more than 18 designs complete with clear instructions. Includes pincushions, needle holders, mini-quilts, a table mat, and more. The chunky applique shapes and easy wool stitches are perfect for the go handwork and quick, relaxing projects. Well ill. in color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. 6x9/10. Paperback. $6.95

**60749X** BIRD BRAIN: An Exploration of Avian Intelligence. By Nathan Emery. From a time when birds were seen as simple instinct machines responding only to stimuli in their external world, we now have a much more complex internal worlds as well. This beautifully illustrated guide provides an engaging exploration of the avian mind. 8x1/10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

**2004002** AURORA: The Psychiatrist Who Treated the Movie Theater Killer Tells Her Story. By L. Fenton & K. Droban. The author’s chilling account provides an intimate look at her life before and after the Aurora massacre, as well as alarming insight into the sinister patient who called himself “/year incarnate.” Color photos. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95

**6077688** AQUANAUT: A Life beneath the Surf with K. Dickey. In July 2018, twelve years and their football coach disappeared into Tham Luang Cave in Thailand. Any hope of survival rested on Rick Stanton, a retired British naval officer with a living room full of homemade cave-diving equipment. Rick and his partner, John Volanthen, were regarded as the A-team for exactly this kind of mission. 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**608186X** THE NUTRITIONIST’S KITCHEN: Transform Your Diet and Discover the Healing Power of Whole Foods. By Carly Knowles. Offers an approachable guide that includes the latest science and nutrition recommendations to help you restore balance and promote optimal health and wellness. Use the seasonal chart to identify your unique constitution and align your diet and lifestyle more holistically. 429 pages. Pegasaus. $32.95

**6070907** ROCK STARS CARS. By David Roberts. Rock stars are known for being wild and extravagant, and this is never truer than with their cars. This witty, irreverent and informative work explores the relationship between 127 rock legends and their cars, complete with amazing photographs. Red Planet. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

**6079652** WATERLOO 1815: Voices from the Past. By John Grehan. Composed of more than 300 eyewitness accounts, official documents, parliamentary debates and newspaper reports, Waterloo tells the story of Napoleon’s last battles as they were experienced and reported by the men and women involved. 16 pages of photos. 352 pages. Frontline. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95. $6.95

**6081746** ALFRED STEIGLITZ: Taking Pictures, Making Pictures. By John Rose. An enormously influential artist and nurturer of artists even though his accomplishments are often overshadowed by his role as Greenbergian. Rose reconstructs Steiglitz as a revolutionary force in the history of American art, illus. some in color. 259 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

**6078036** MENTAL FLOSS THE CURIOUS VIEWER. Ed. by Jennifer M. Waugh. In the ever-shifting world, the internet is the new shrinking world. Enter the internet’s latest online destination for curious minds, comes a deep dive into the greatest television shows of the last 20 years. Filled with facts, figures, and fun facts about all your favorite shows. A Millon Sea Creatures: A Puzzle Book. By Alfred Stieglitz. A Life Beneath the Surf with K. Dickey. In July 2018, twelve years and their football coach disappeared into Tham Luang Cave in Thailand. Any hope of survival rested on Rick Stanton, a retired British naval officer with a living room full of homemade cave-diving equipment. Rick and his partner, John Volanthen, were regarded as the A-team for exactly this kind of mission. 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**6081746** ALFRED STEIGLITZ: Taking Pictures, Making Pictures. By John Rose. An enormously influential artist and nurturer of artists even though his accomplishments are often overshadowed by his role as Greenbergian. Rose reconstructs Steiglitz as a revolutionary force in the history of American art, illus. some in color. 259 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

**6079563** STANLEY SPENCER’S GREAT WAR DIARY 1915–1918. The diarist, Stanley Spencer, enlisted with the Royal Fusiliers as a private in 1915 and was commissioned in 1917 and thereafter served with the Artists’ Rifles. He was commissioned into the Artists’ Rifles Regiment, until demobilized in 1919. He saw almost continuous active service from 1915 to the end of the War. Photos. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $8.95

**6079591** GAME OF THRONES JIGSAW PUZZLE BOOK. By B. Montre & B. Scollon. Immersive yourself in this unvaulted saga by completing nine 96-piece jigsaw puzzles featuring key characters and major events in the war for the throne. Take an even deeper dive into this expansive world by flipping the puzzle pieces over and assembling an 864-piece map of Westeros and Essos. Fully color. Thunder Bay. 8x11/14. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

**6079172** IRELAND AND THE MONARCHY. Ed. by John Gibney. Examines how the role played by monarchs and their Irish monarchs from the Middle Ages up to the present has helped to shape Ireland and its peoples. This volumes looks at kings, queens, their followers and their opponents, looking at different periods from a different angle. Well ill. 138 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

**6082513** A MILLION SEA CREATURES: Marine Cuties to Color. Dive into the sea and meet a host of beautiful creatures to color! Immerse yourself in a mesmerizing world under the sea, full of whales, dolphins, manatees, and more ocean creatures. Union Square & Co. 7x9. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

**6080650** THE NEW YORK TIMES MINI CROSWORD, VOLUME 3. By Joel Fagliano. These hugely popular pint sized puzzles have taken the puzzle world by storm. Designed to be portable, easy to solve—and impossible to resist! Solutions provided. 150 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

**6055687** DOG PAWSONALITY TEST. By Alison Davies. illus. by A. Levy. Who is your dog? Become a mastermind with nine fun and easy to score personality tests. From dog speak to curious quirks, discover your pup’s true nature to better nurture your bond. Illus. in color. 128 pages. White Lion. Pub. at $14.00. $4.95

**5994976** COOKING WITH COCONUT. By Ramin Ganeshram. Draw from culinary traditions around the globe and celebrate coconut in its many forms—milk, water, flour, shredded, raw and more—with this collection of delectable and diverse recipes like Coconut-Glazed-Mango Hot Wings; Coconut Belgian Waffles; and Coconut-Orange Shortbread. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Storey. $26.95

**6079512** THE SMALL ISLES: Landscapes in Stone. By Alan McKirdy. The Small Isles comprise the Inner Hebridean islands of Rum, Eigg, Canna and Muck. This work tells the geological story of these islands, of which stretches back to some of the earliest events recorded on Earth. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95

**6079024** THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY AND THE METROPOLITAN POLICE FLYING SQUAD. By Geoff Platt. A deep dive into the history of a team tasked with the tracking down the most notorious thieves in British history. It examines the investigations and asks how it was done and the methods used today should a similar incident take place. Also examines what happened to these men after the investigation and the effect it had on their lives. 202 pages. Wharncliffe. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**6079563** STANLEY SPENCER’S GREAT WAR DIARY 1915–1918. The diarist, Stanley Spencer, enlisted with the Royal Fusiliers as a private in 1915 and was commissioned in 1917 and thereafter served with the Artists’ Rifles. He was commissioned into the Artists’ Rifles Regiment, until demobilized in 1919. He saw almost continuous active service from 1915 to the end of the War. Photos. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $8.95

**6080006** WHERE IS KILLING FLOOR? By Debbie Busby. In 1982, a group of British soldiers were sent to Northern Ireland to track down the IRA. The soldiers were divided into three companies and the investigation and the effect it had on their lives. 202 pages. Wharncliffe. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**6078079** RAF AT THE CROSSROADS: The Second Front and Strategic Bombing Debate 1942-1943. By Greg Ball. 1943 and 1944 were pivotal years in the history of British air power. The theory that long-range bombing could win wars had dominated British defense planning. Contemporaries’ perceptions of the air forces that supported them were seen as an outmoded way of waging war. In 1941 evidence began to mount that British policy was wrong. 16 pages of photos. 350 pages. Air World. Pub. at $49.95. $7.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

6993303 THE PERENNIALISTS: The Megatrends Creating a Postgenerational Society. By Mauro F. Guillen. A new post generational workforce know as “perennialists” makes it possible to liberate scores of people from the constraints of the model life level and the playing field so that everyone has a chance at living a rewarding life. Guillen unveils how this generational revolution will impact people young and older alike. 250 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $30.00

699329X MY PERFECT PANTRY: 150 Easy Recipes from 50 Essential Ingredients. By Geoffrey Zakarian. Shows you how to use your pantry to jump start any meal. When you bring together fruits and vegetables you’ll have 150 recipes ready and a number of these can be made with pantry ingredients alone. Zakarian gives you need, as well as the road map for making the most of what you have. Color photos. 304 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $32.50

6075460 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. Are you up for the challenge? The New York Times Crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzlemaster will conquer these formidable grids. What it takes? Lay-flat binding. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8 1/4 x 11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

6079723 CRYSTAL HEALING. By Judy Hall. Includes everything you need to use crystals to heal yourself and open your higher awareness. Features 12 specially selected master healer crystals that can be used singly or in combination to relieve stress, promote relaxation, balance your emotions, clear negative energies in your environment, and more. Well illus., in color. 128 pages. Octopus. Pub. at $12.99

6077344 THE PREMONITION: A Pandemic Story. By Michael Lewis. This taut and brilliant nonfiction thriller pits a band of medical visionaries against the wall of ignorance that was the official response of the Trump administration to the outbreak of COVID-19. 304 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00


6098078 ACROSS A DEADLY FIELD: The War in the West. By John Hill. With the scenarios in this reference, players may challenge themselves to do better than historical commanders of the Western Theater of the Civil War, attempting to reverse the course of the Vicksburg Campaign at the Battle of Champion Hill, or improving upon Sherman’s performance at Pickett’s Mill. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Upsurge. Pub. at $34.95


6099506 THE DICTIONARY OF SAVING YOUR GARDEN. By Michael Allanly. This must-have reference will help you navigate the complex world of science. It defines more than 6,000 words from 16 branches of science that are of particular interest to gardeners, from abscission (a plant’s rejection of an organ) to zoochory (the dispersal of seeds by animals). Illus. 554 pages. Timber. Pub. at $39.95

6079768 THE GNOSTICS: The First Great New World. By Simon Martin. Gnosticism is the name given to various religious schools that proliferated in the first centuries after Christ. The main competitor to the official church, Gnosticism was branded heretical and its practitioners persecuted. Martin recounts the long and diverse history of Gnosticism, and argues for its continued relevance today. 173 pages. Pocket Essentials. Paperbound. $6.95

6090772 WHAT HUNTS DO YOU FEAR? By Alexander McCall Smith. Shows how Auden can speak to us throughout life, suggesting how, despite difficulties and change, we can celebrate understanding, acceptance, and love for others. An enchanting story about how art can help us live. 137 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $23.95

6081918 SICK SOULS, HEALTHY MINDS: How William James Can Save Your Life. By John Kaag. A compelling introduction to James’s life and thoughts that shows why the divide between pragmatism and empirical psychology can still speak so directly and profoundly to anyone struggling to make a life worth living. 210 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $22.95

6090788 THE TEMPLES: History and Myths of the Legendary Military Order. By Sean Martin. After the loss of the Holy Land, the Templars fell from grace and the myth of the Templars was born, occupying a unique position in European history. Martin considers both the orthodox and conspiratorial versions of these events, and includes the latest revelations from the Vatican Secret Archives. 176 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $30.00

609091X STRIP TEA: A Memoir of Millennial Los Angeles. By Kate Flannery. A fever dream of a memoir about a recent college graduate, and what happens when her feminist ideals meet the real world. Flannery throws herself wholeheartedly into the corporate fashion ladder. But she slowly begins to lose herself in a landscape of rowdy sex, positivity, nacy photos, and a cultlike devotion to the unorthodox Church of the Body. Color photos. 222 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.99

6994008 DIRECTED BY JAMES BURROWS. With E. Fredfield. In this insightful memoir, Burrows offers a bounty of anecdotes, behind the scenes, and classic TV shows, peeling away the layers behind how a successful sitcom comes together, and stays that way. He also examines his own challenges, career, and life, and provides advice for aspiring directors, writers, and actors. 24 pages of photos, many in color. 352 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.99


6082726 ALL IT TAKES IS A GOAL: The 3-Step Plan to Ditch Regret and Tap Into Your Massive Potential. By Jon Acuff. Shows you how to plan goals that you’re guaranteed to reach by focusing on your best moments, navigating the three zones of performance, and finding more, and more, and more, while actually enjoying the ride. 261 pages. Baker. Pub. at $28.99

6080987 TOO LATE TO STOP NOW: More Rock ’n’ Roll War Stories. By Allan Jones. Story of a 70’s rock ’n’ roll disc jockey who was published, from the golden days of music reporting. Long nights of booze, drugs and unguarded conversations which include anecdotage, extravagant, and extravagant behavior, featuring Lou Reed, Elton John, Sting, The Clash, and more. Photos. 360 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

6094326 SISTERS OF MOKAMA: The Pioneers who Brought Hope and Healing to India. By Jyoti Thottam. The never before told story of six intrepid Kentucky runs, their journey to build a hospital in the poorest state of India, and the Indian nurses whose lives would never be the same. Thottam draws upon twenty years’ worth of research to tell us this inspiring story for the first time. Photos. 356 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00

608727X THE UNOFFICIAL DISNEY PARKS RESTAURANTS COOKBOOK. By Ashley Craft. Experience copycat restaurant classics like Chilotian Chicken Skewers, Honey Bee Cupcakes, and Bloody Marys and more. Each recipe has insider information about the Parks-inspired dish, including where to find it and how the dish relates to a particular restaurant. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


6081290 DEVIL’S COIN: My Battle to Take Down the Notorious OneCoin Cryptocurrency. By Jennifer McAdam with D. Thompson. The astonishing true story of the coal miner’s daughter who took on one of the world’s biggest financial fraud and helped the FBI to convict them. Color photos. 242 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99

609430X THE PLANT-POWERED PLAN TO BEAT DIABETES: A Guide For Prediabetes Management. By Sharon Palmer. Manage and prevent diabetes by putting the most delicious and healthful plant-based foods on your plate. Recipes include Carrot Cake Overnight Oats, Sicilican Caponata, Greek Butter Bean Salad, Open-Faced Vegan BLTA Sandwich, Chickpea Oat Patties, Summer Ratatouille, Rustic Peach Tart, and more. Well illus. in color. 238 pages. Union Square & Co. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

8056781 SAY ANARCHA: A Young Woman, a Devious Surgeon, and the Harrowing Birth of Modern Women’s Health. By J.C. Hallman. This work excavates histor y, deconstructing the biographical smoke screen of a surgeon who has falsely been enshrined as a medical pioneer and bringing forth a heroic and classical female figure who was the center of the creation story of modern women’s health care. 417 pages. Holt. Pub. at $29.99

8056617 THE FACEMAKER: A Visionary Surgeon’s Battle to Mend the Disfigured Soldier’s Face. By Lindsey Fitzharris. Tells the extraordinary story of the pioneering plastic surgeon Harold Gillies, who dedicated himself to reconstructing the burned and broken soldiers under his care. Places Gillies’s ingenious surgical innovations alongside the dramatic stories of soldiers who lived were wrecked and repaired. 16 pages of photos. 315 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00
NEW NON-FICTION

805631 DRAWING FACIAL EXPRESSIONS: How to Create Manga. By NextCreator. Let you through the range of human emotion and the often subtle ways we wear our feeling on our face. Give your manga creations the individuality, and detail that only right facial expression can provide. Fully illus. 176 pages. Tuttle. 7 1/8x10. Paperback. At $17.99 $5.95

805634X DRAWING THE HUMAN BODY: How to Create Manga. By Matsu. An anatomy class for the manga artist, an essential all in one student guide to capture the human form in all its shapes and guises. From feet to faces, from bones to buttocks, to create realistic characters from the ground up with tips from a pro. Fully illus. some in color. 176 pages. Tuttle. 7 1/8x10. Paperback. At $17.99 $5.95


6070504 SECRETS OF WARTIME ILLUSION: Hidden Places That Helped Win the Second World War. By Colin Philpott. A fascinating collection of locations of which still exist today, that were requisitioned across Britain to support the war effort. They include underground factories, storage depots, television studios, spy and communication centers, interrogation and POW camps, dummy factories and airfields, and even royal retreats in the event of invasion. Well illus. 247 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. At $25.95 $5.95


6085739 JOHAN ZOFFANY: Artistic Adventurer. By Penelope Treadwell. Offers the first comprehensive biography of the portrait painter Johan Zoffany (1733-1810), one of the leading figures of 18th-century British art. Treadwell traces Zoffany’s remarkable life from his upbringing in Bavaria and apprenticeship in Rome to his subsequent success in Britain and India. Well illus. in color. 469 pages. Paul Holberton. Paperback. $5.95

6085853 SEARCHING FOR MODERNITY: The British Lumberjack in two cultural trends of the late Chosen period in the 18th and 19th centuries. The author expands on her pioneering work on true view landscape painting to reveal even more of the depth and complexity of this mature and fully Korean form of artistic expression. Well illus. many in color. 222 pages. UWall. 7 1/4x10 5/8. Paperback. At $15.99 $5.95


8060430 THE HIDDEN PERSPECTIVE: The Militarized Conversations of 1901. By David Owen. In 1901, British Foreign Secretary Edward Grey agreed to speak secretly with his French counterpart about sending a British expeditionary force to France in the event of a German attack. This book reveals the details of the military conversations are revealed here. 274 pages. Haus Publishing. Paperback. At $18.95 $5.95

8060546 NELSON’S MEDITERRANEAN COMMAND. By Denis Ordes. Covers the most dramatic period of British naval history and one of the most dangerous eras. The choice of Sir Horatio Nelson to command the Mediterranean fleet after the death of the Cabinet's was informed. The details of the conversations are revealed here. 274 pages. Haus Publishing. Paperback. At $18.95 $5.95

806064X HOW I BUILT THIS: The Unexpected Paths to Success from the World’s Most Inspiring Entrepreneurs. By Guy Raz with N. Parker. Offers priceless insights and inspiration for top entrepreneurs on how to start, launch, and build a successful venture. This is a must read for anyone who has ever dreamed of starting their own business or wondering how to make things happen in the fast-paced world of trailblazing entrepreneurs. 302 pages. Mariner. Paperback. At $17.99 $5.95

8060776 SANDY HOOK: An American Tragedy and the Battle for Truth. By Elizabeth Williamson. Williamson’s landmark investigation of the Sandy Hook tragedy exposes the radical left’s plot to sabotage America’s future with lies and propaganda. 293 pages. Threshold. Paperback. At $28.99 $5.95

8061525 KETO SIMPLE: Over 100 Delicious Low-Carb Meals That Are Easy on Time, Budget, and Effort. By Sara L. Mauer. Over 100 scrumptious and healthy options including sheet-pan suppers, one-pot meals, quick-prep lunches, and grubs & snacks. Recipes include Spiced Southwestern Egg Muffins with Chorizo, Cheese Crisps Two Ways, Zucchini Gratin, Mini Cheeseburger Parcels, Tandoori Beef Skillet, Vanilla Fat Bomb Cups, and more. Color photos. 176 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. At $15.00 $5.95


8060260 SLP & SOLVE EASY MINI CROSSWORDS. By Zhuoqin Burnikel. These mini 10x10 crossword puzzles are eye-openingly fresh and perfect for anyone who wants to keep their brain sharp and engaged. Each puzzle is designed to take about 15 minutes and includes a variety of clue styles. Solutions included. 128 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. At $7.99 $5.95
NEW NON-FICTION

6065406 THE GRAIL: The Celtic Origins of the Sacred Icon. By Jean Markale. The Celtic tales on which the Grail legend is based emphasize the theme of the Quest. Through his exploration of several versions of this myth, Markale digs deep beneath the Christian veneer of these tales, allowing him to penetrate to the true meaning of the Grail and its Quest. 186 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

6081053 THE ADVENTURES OF HERBIE COHEN: World's Greatest Negotiator. By Rich Cohen. Follows our hero from his youth spent running around Brooklyn with his pals Sandy Koufax, Larry King, and more; to his days coaching basketball in the army in Europe; to his years as a devoted and unconventional husband, father, and freelance guru crossing the country to give lectures, settle disputes, and hone the art of success. Illus. 227 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

6080537 WHY PATTI SMITH MATTERS. By Catrin Rose. Patti contextualizes Smith’s creative work, her influence, and her wide-ranging and still evolving impact on rock and roll, visual art, and the written word. Rose goes deep into Smith’s oeuvre, from her first album Horses, to acclaimed memoirs operating at a surprising remove from her music. 228 pages. Faber. Paperbound. $5.95

6065724 TIN PAN ALLEY: The Rise of Elton John. By Keith Hayward. Focuses on two stars, one is Sir Elton John and his rise from jobbing songwriter to the biggest talent of the 1970s and 1980s LA Troubadour in 1970; the other is Tin Pan Alley itself. A world filled with publishers and songwriters who needed to sell their songs to support their career. Introduces us to Bernie Taupin and how they put themselves in exactly this position before success came knocking. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 214 pages. Soundcheck. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

6999090 WHERE’S MY GUITAR? An Inside Story of British Rock and Roll. By Bernie Marsden. Experience the golden age of 1960s rock and roll through the eyes of Bernie Marsden and learn about his role in establishing one of the most famous rock bands of all time–Whitesnake. 16 pages of photos. 141 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $5.95

6080437 SOCIAL MINDSET: The Science That Shows Success Starts with Your Thinking. By M. Hyatt & M.H. Miller. By understanding the latest science about how the brain works, we can leverage it to maximize our performance. Our daily experience, our plans and goals, our actions and reactions are all the brain works, we can leverage it to maximize our performance. 220 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

6080483 THE TRANSFORMATIONAL POWER OF MEDITATION: Discovering the Wishes of the Soul. By S. Larson & T. Mushett. Examining dreams and visions from around the world and throughout history, and considering the approaches of psychology, neuroscience, and shamanism, this mind-expanding work offers techniques that can help you turn your dreams into an20 ical caution for inspiration, healing, and discovery. Illus. in color. 338 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

6065459 INTO THE MYSTIC: The Visionary and Ecstatic Roots of 1960s Rock and Roll. By Christopher Hill. Reveals how the visionary art that was rock ‘n’ roll in the 1960s raised consciousness on both the individual and collective levels, and helps us understand the trajectory of a transformation of the planet. Tracing the history of the genre’s impact and development, Hill illuminates the mythic and historical dimensions of such iconic bands as the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, and how they brought together an entire generation of people. 237 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

6080100 THE UNOFFICIAL HOME ALONE COOKBOOK. By Bryton Taylor. Praise your favorites inspired by the cult-classic holiday movie with 75 recipes ranging from festive cocktails to refreshing drinks and desserts. Recipes include Mitch’s Morning Mayhem Muffins, South Bend Slower Slayer’s Salted Pretzel Sticks, Buttermilk Waffles, and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

6082882 HOW TRUST WORKS: The Science of How Relationships Are Built, Broken, and Repaired. By Peter H. Kim. Transforms our understanding of our deepest bonds, guides us to build strong and supportive relationships on every level—with our families, coworkers, and friends, with the groups, organizations, and institutions that support us, and with societies and nations. 237 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

6099627 THE JOY OF SCIENCE. By Jim Al-Khalili. In this brief guide to leading a more rational life, Al-Khalili invites readers to engage in a debate between materialists and dualists that has been ongoing for millennia. He offers a compelling case for the power of science. 220 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

6099333 WILLIAM HOGARTH: Visions in Print. By Alice Insley. Hogarth’s images are among the most iconic of the 18th century, his raucous crowds, bustling streets, polite or not-so-polite companies, and disreputable but cleverly and firmly bring the world around him to life. Photos. 80 pages. Tate. 6/4/18. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

6056936 JUDAH BENJAMIN: Counselor to the Confederacy. By James Traub. A moral examination of Judah Benjamin—one of the first Jewish senators, confidante of Jefferson Davis, and champion of the cause of slavery. 186 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

6065129 ALL STIRRED UP: Suffrage Cocktails, Food, and the Battle for Women’s Right to Vote. By Laura Kumin. Filled with actual historic recipes and the spirited flavor of feminism and food movement, this volume carries us back in time. It then celebrates the suffragists anew with modern adaptations of their recipes and stories of how they changed our lives and our world. Photos, some in color. 357 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

6065551 SACRED MESSAGES OF SHAMANIC AFRICA: Teachings from Zep Tepi, the Land of First Time. By C. Mattimore & L.S. Wolf. Exploring how to awaken to the energies and messengers of ancient Africa, the author leads us on a journey to connect to our original roots in Africa, hidden deep within our DNA. They share shamanic journeys and teachings to connect with the strengths of Africa’s spirit animals. Illus. 303 pages. Inner Traditions. Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95

6080130 WHY WE TRAVEL: 101 Reasons to See the World. By Patricia Schultz. Told with personal stories and anecdotes, quotes to inspire, and reasons to motivate—whether or not you think you can’t wait to be there. It is like a rallying cry to get off the couch and out into the world. 186 pages. Workman. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

6057312 TOTAL GERMANY: The Royal Navy’s War Against the Axis Powers 1939-1945. By David Wragg. A concise yet comprehensive account of the Royal Navy’s part in the war at sea and the measures taken to ensure victory. It examines the markedly different naval approaches to the employment of the allied and Axis naval forces and reviews the strategies and tactics employed in the Far East, Mediterranean, Atlantic and Arctic theaters. 16 pages of photos. 274 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95
she has to do is change her identity and leave the U.S. forever.

LuAnn is offered the gift of a lifetime, a $100 million lottery jackpot. All
★ 6082149 ONE DANGEROUS NIGHT. By Cathy Maxwell. When Elise’s stagecoach crashes in a storm, she finds herself cast adrift in the wilds with no one to help but a rough-looking—albeit handsome—stranger. Christopher Fitzhugh-Cox, the missing Duke of Winderton, has fled all responsibility, but he’s not one to leave a lady in trouble. 366 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082084 BLESSING OF THE LOST GIRLS. By J.J. Jance. A cold case has just assigned to Dan, a field officer with the newly formed Missing and Murdered Indigenous People’s Task Force. Dan, a field officer with the newly formed Missing and Murdered Indigenous People’s Task Force. When she was five years old, she witnessed her parents’ deaths in a bloody murder-suicide. As an adult Grace still has a dark side and when her two worlds converge, her harrowing past returns with a vengeance. 519 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6089143 THE MURDERER’S DAUGHTER. By Jonathan Kellemen. Grace is a psychotherapist who has a gift for helping troubled souls and tormented psyches—perhaps because she bears her own invisible scars. When she was five years old, she witnessed her parents’ deaths in a bloody murder-suicide. As an adult Grace still has a dark side and when her two worlds converge, her harrowing past returns with a vengeance. 344 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082637 STARS OF FORTUNE. By Nora Roberts. To Celebrate the rise of their new queen, three goddesses created three stars: one of fire, one of ice, one of water. But when they fell from the sky, hearts were broken in danger, and the pieces. 321 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 608220X STARLIT SECRETS. By Sherryl Woods. Novels. The Delacourt Scandal: The wealthy, powerful Delacourts had destroyed her family, and Maddie wanted revenge. The Perilously: The ship that carried Jane’s pregnancy test just in time to stop her biological clock from running wild. 344 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082130 A LITTLE BIT COUNTRY. By Debbie Macomber. Lindsay Snyder is an outsider, even though she spent her childhood vacations here. Now, she returns to North Dakota to see the family house again, explore family secrets, and reevaluate her life. Soon after she arrives, she meets a local farmer named Gage and discovers the love and purpose she’s been seeking. 395 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $3.99 $7.95

★ 608201X GRAND CENTRAL. By Amanda Quick. Being Madame Ariadne, Prudence’s ideal gig, but it paid well, which was reason enough to do the work—until she realized that her latest client intended to kill her. So she lied and broke his heart. But now Mary Jo offers a chance to reconnect with her old flame, and Will is determined to win back her love. 356 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082106 THE DARKEST OF NIGHTS. By Nora Roberts. Novels. Night Shift: Late-night radio announcer Celia was being threatened by a caller, and it was Detective Boyler Fletcher’s job to protect her. And his job depended on getting the truth. So when the night he saved Deborah from an attacker and recovered the quiet ache of yearning lodged in his heart. 459 pages. Silhouette. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

★ 608222X WILDE FOR YOU. By Jennifer Ryan. Widowed after her husband’s betrayals and tragic death, Aviva is searching for a new scene to paint. Wyoming feels like the perfect place. Aviva runs the family ranch, but has a few sights which equals no personal life. And then there is the womanizer. But she had nothing in common with turns out to be her perfect match. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082443 THE BRIDE WORE WHITE. By Amanda Quick. Being Madame Ariadne, Prudence wasn’t Prudence’s ideal gig, but it paid well, which was reason enough to do the work—until she realized that her latest client intended to kill her. So she lied and broke his heart. But now Mary Jo offers a chance to reconnect with her old flame, and Will is determined to win back her love. 356 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


★ 6082355 MURDER AT MALLOWAN HALL. By Colleen Cambridge. Tucked away among Devon’s rolling green hills, Mallowan Hall combines the best of English tradition with modern luxury. Pyllydraith Bright, housekeeper and amateur sleuth discovers a body in the library—and a mystery to baffle even her famous employer, Agatha Christie. 280 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 6082345 MICKEY MOUSE: The Riddle of Braggiboom. By Romano Scarpa. From Minnie to Horace to Mortimer, Mickey’s friends and friends are all here and all hypnotized by Dr. Wigglesworth’s “Spraysan,” a bewitching body spray that makes everyone feel stronger and smarter! But Mickey smells a rat—and the trail leads to Braggiboom. 186 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

★ 608232X MICKEY MOUSE: The Monster of Sawtooth Mountain. By Paul Murry. Adventure-seeking Mickey doesn’t usually regret being Chief O’Hara’s freelance detective—but all bets are off when the Chiefpitched into saving Cousin Frosty’s winter resort from a monster! Also includes “Sawtooth Mountain”, “Finnegood Poachers” and “Mike’a Strange”. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.99

★ 608231X NIGHT SHIFT. By Heather Graham. One assignment calls to Jackson and Angela too strongly to resist. In a historic mansion in New Orleans’s French Quarter, a senator’s wife falls to her death. Most think she was pushed. And yet others she was beckoned by the ghostly spirits inhabiting the house. 360 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082014 PALAZZO. By Danièle Steel. After her parents perish in a tragic accident, Cosima is left to navigate the cutthroat world of couture Italian leather brand. While navigating the challenges of running a company as a 23-year-old, Cosima must also manage the expectations of her family. 500 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082015 FINDERS KEEPERS. By Fern Michaels. The story of an unforgettable young woman, Jessie, who was stolen as a toddler from a poor but loving family and who must journey through a maze of heartbreak before she can reclaim her true identity. 455 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 6082183 RELATIVE MURDER. By Jude Deveraux. Bestselling novelist Sarah Medlar is being Madame Ariadne, Prudence wasn’t Prudence’s ideal gig, but it paid well, which was reason enough to do the work—until she realized that her latest client intended to kill her. So she lied and broke his heart. But now Mary Jo offers a chance to reconnect with her old flame, and Will is determined to win back her love. 356 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082119 DISAINTHMENT–UNTOLD TALES: Treasury of the First. By Matt Groening. That’s right, your favorite princess, demon, and elf-­hybrid thing from Groening’s popular animated series DISAINTHMENT is now available in comic form! Easily streamable right to your brain via your eyes with no pesky Wi-Fi needed! Titan. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 6080251 COLD, COLD BONES. By Kathy Reichs. Forensic anthropologist Temperance Brennan, who after receiving a box containing a human eyeball, uncovers a series of gruesome killings that eerily reenact the most shocking of her prior cases. Temper is at a loss to establish the motive behind the killings and then her daughter disappears. 366 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

★ 6054495 UNDER CURRENTS. By Nora Roberts. Within the walls of a tasteful home in the trendy neighborhood of Zane feels like a prisoner. Strangers see his parents as a successful surgeon and his stylish wife, making appearances, at their children’s recitals and parties. But Zane and his sister know the truth: there is something terribly wrong. 532 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

★ 608110X BAY OF SIGHS. By Nora Roberts. Two Book Two of The Guardians Trilogy, Mermaid Annika is from the sea, and it is there she must return to her quest to find the triple stars: one of fire, one of ice, one of water. But when they fell from the sky, hearts were broken in danger, and the pieces. 321 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 6082366 THE INNKEEPER. By Pauline Gregg. When two hikers go missing within a series of caves outside of Denver, FDLE special agent Amy Larson and her partner, Hunter Forest, have good reason to suspect foul play. But in searching the dark caverns, the agents aren’t prepared for the horror they uncover: a murky pit littered with corpses. 363 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 6082192 BAY OF SIGHS. By Nora Roberts. Two Book Two of The Guardians Trilogy, Mermaid Annika is from the sea, and it is there she must return to her quest to find the triple stars: one of fire, one of ice, one of water. But when they fell from the sky, hearts were broken in danger, and the pieces. 321 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95
NEW FICTION

699337 FOREVER TEXAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. It's 1832. Regis Royale, co-owner of a steamship fleet with his brother, handles it out of the Mexican War wall, with enough profit and foolhardy ambition to envision a new life in south Texas. The brothers Royale and their parents move over to New Orleans for the chance to begin anew. 360 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6074995 MANUSCRIPT FOR MURDER: Murder, She Wrote. By J. Fletcher & J. Land. Jessica Fletcher has had plenty to worry about—over her brother's back in the army and as a novel is against the law. But when mounting evidence of financial malfeasance leads to an FBI investigation of her long-time publisher and trusted friend Jane Barfield, Jessica sets her sights on uncovering the truth. 307 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

6081466 IN THE BLOOD. By Jack Carr. A woman appears—a woman after having just completed a targeted assassination for the state of Israel. Two minutes later, her plane is blown out of the sky. Navy SEAL James Reece watches the news and sees a woman with ties to the intelligence services of two nations, a woman he thought he would never see again. 536 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

6080596 MATCHED AND MARRIED. By Kathleen Fuller. Neither Margot nor Owen has any interest in getting hitched to Birch Creek, where marriage is on everyone’s minds, their plans don’t stand a chance. Margot and Owen realize they have more in common than they could have ever expected, and they’re a perfect match. 300 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95


6080588 MARVELS POSTER BOOK: Featuring the Art of Alex Ross. Kurt Busiek. From the debut of the original Human Torch in the first issue of Marvel Comics, to the coming of Galactus and more, revisit the Dawn of the Age of Marvels in these over-sized format posters! Marvel. 11x18. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

6999380 CLOSE TO DEATH. By Anthony Horowitz. Detective Daniel Hawthorne is once again called upon to solve a seemingly unsolvable case—a gruesome murder in an idyllic gated community. 420 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

6087071 RED MOON. By Ralph Cotton. Arizona Ranger Sam Burrack knows the only way to stop Wilson Orez is to kill him. When the skilled criminal robs a stagecoach and leaves four people stranded, Sam must lead them to safety before continuing his hunt—if he doesn’t drown first. 295 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

6082467 LOST AND FOUND. By Suzanne Woods Fisher. Tray shares a passion for birthing with Micah— and she has an even greater passion for him. Their friendship is finally blossoming into something more as the days grow cold. Worse still, he wants to leave Stoney Ridge. 305 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

5994091 HER HEART’S DESIRE. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Mary needs an escape from her small Amish community. She boards a bus, all alone, for a vacation in Pinecraft, Florida. For Mary, it starts when she meets Jayson, a handyman, and he is working part time at a factory. 408 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

6072048 THE WIZARD OF OZ. By Lymar Frank Baum. illus. by P. Barbieri. The timeless classic has gained new life in the mesmerizing illustrations of Paolo Barbieri. These artworks—together with excerpts from the original text by L. Frank Baum—will guide you along the yellow brick road to show you a unique way to experience this great American classic. 128 pages. Apple. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

6082784 HER ONLY WISH. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Sheltered yet adventurous, Betsy is on a mission to get out of Kentucky and experience new things in life. From the moment she walks onto the Snow Bird Golf Course to sign up for lessons, August is merely a trial. As Betsy learns to enjoy life to the fullest, they’ll encounter several reasons to back off and live small. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

5994296 PICTURE YOU DEAD. By Peter James. A 368-page thriller about a dream and rarefied world of fine art. Outwardly it appears respectable and above reproach, but he rapidly finds that greed, deception and violence walk hand in hand. And Harry and Freya are about to discover a new dream is turning into their worst nightmare. 435 pages. Pan. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

6080758 THE RISING TIDE. By Ann Cleeves. For fifty years a group of friends have been meeting regularly for reunions on Holy Island, celebrating the school trip where they met, and the friend that they lost to the rising causeway tide five years later. Now, when one of them is found hanged, Vera is called in. 374 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

6056374 JAPANESE SCHOOLGIRL CONFIDENTIAL, REVISED EDITION: How Teenage Girls Made a Nation Cool. By Brian Ashcraft. How teenage girls beyond the realm of everyday girls to the world of the iconic Japanese schoolgirl. Through lavishly illustrated interviews with models, actresses, advertising, and present, authors reveal the true story behind Japan’s enduring fascination with the image of the Japanese schoolgirl. 208 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

605682X THE TWELVE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS. By Nancy Bush. Brenda wants nothing to do with Christmas ever again. She now arranges the transport of rescued dogs from Houston to Avalon—just in time for a merry Christmas with their forever families. A snowstorm, an escaped mutt, and a lifesaving encounter with Adam mean Brenda has to stay in Avalon longer than she planned. 242 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95


6075762 FANTASTIC FOUR, VOL. 24: Atlantis Rising. By Tom DeFalco et al. As the Invisible Woman searches for her missing husband, Mister Fantastic, the scarred Thing seeks healing. And the world’s greatest hero, the rogue Watcher leads the Fantastic Four into war. Collects Fantastic Four #393–402; Fantastic Force #7–9; Fantastic Four #1–2 and Fantastic Four Annual. Joey Cavalieri. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $9.95

**NEW FICTION**

**6082521 MORAL COMPASS.** By Danielle Steel. The dark side of one drunken night, with its tragic consequences, is revealed from every possible point of view. As the drama unfolds, the characters will reach a crossroads where they must choose between truth and lies, what is easy and what is right, and find the moral compass they will need for the rest of their lives. 275 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

**6080790 THE SHADOW GIRLS.** By Alice Blanchard. A new horror is uncovered, one that shocks the town as never before, the dark, early 1900s. A father and daughter are faced with challenges that haunt her past: Veronica’s unsolved case, her sister’s traumatic murder, and the disappearance of her long-lost best friend. Her obsession with finding truth leads to a twisted struggle between good and evil. 307 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**6085617X THE CHILDREN'S BLOCK.** By Otto Kraus. Alex is a poet, a prisoner, and a teacher in block 31 in Auschwitz-Birkenau, also known as the Children’s Block. He spends his days trying to survive and covertly instructing his young charges, all while shielding them as best he can. Teacher and poet, he does not only actively that Alex is involved in. Alex is keeping a diary. 274 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

**6081215 CITY OF SHADOWS.** By Victoria Thompson. Elizabeth Bates has returned from her honeymoon with her biological father and the chance to make a new life. But in her hometown of Independence, Missouri, she finds her family connected by an enmity shared between families. One woman’s Art: Grant Campbell is content with being alone. Then Gervine Grandau appears on his doorstep one night seeking shelter from a raging storm. 420 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**607751X FROZEN HEART.** By Richard Castle. When the body of a woman is found stabbed to death and stuffed inside a suitcase, it seems like the unsolved murder of Detective Heart’s mother. 314 pages. Hyperion. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**6997066 FINDING HOPE.** By Janice Kay Johnson. Although heartbroken at the news that her family was destroyed in a tragic fire, she refused to remove her name from the list of deadbeats who owe her money, it’s an offer she can’t refuse. 316 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**6077455 THE BOOK SUPREMACY.** By Kate Carlisle. Newly married San Francisco book restoration expert Brooklyn Wainwright investigates a mysterious spy novel linked to a murder. As she follows the murders connected to the price, rare book that Brooklyn recently obtained or is there something more sinister about this woman who she1 knew of? 326 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**6075495 THE RISE OF MAGICKS.** By Nora Roberts. Book three in the Chronicles of the One trilogy. After the sickness known as the Doom tore across the globe and civilization crumbled, it is a time of peace but to turn back to the land to survive. But in this desolate, radically altered world where magic has become commonplace, hunger is not the only danger. 483 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**6074952 FORGOTTEN IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Eve Dallas sifting though the wreckage of the past to find a killer. She will have to plunge into a complex world of real estate development the things she has seen, and shocking secrets to find justice for two women whose lives were thrown away. 405 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6997333 SOMEBODY I USED TO KNOW.** By David Bell. When Nick sees the young woman he fell in love with during his college years in a college girlfriend who died in a campus fire twenty years ago. When the young woman is found dead, with Nick’s name and number on her, his college friend Larry helps him investigate and to find the truth–something he may wish he never knew. 455 pages. Berkeley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6075355 GRACEFUL HEARTS.** By Nora Roberts. When a ballet teacher, meets Seth, he challenges her tutoring, opening eyes to the possibilities of a future beyond dance. Dance of Dreams Prima ballerina Ruth and Nikolai’s sensual ballet that will inspire Ruth to break through Nikolai’s reserves. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6075517 TRUE HORIZONS.** By Nora Roberts. Victoria Tompson. Elizabeth Bates has been a prominent couple in the sport, but a steamy affair had them break up. Three years later they are back working together. In Return, two stars fall in love, only to find that their families. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**607641X MISSING.** By Allison Brennan. FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid is back in San Francisco. To find the truth–something he may wish he never knew. 455 pages. Berkeley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6997276 THE VINEYARD.** By Barbara Delinsky. Olivia is a dreamer, living vicariously through the old photographs she restores. She and her daughter fantasize that a happy family is out there waiting for them. While in Italy to help with her memoir, a summer at Natalie’s vineyard seems the perfect opportunity to live out that dream. But all is not as it seems. 484 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6056625 FATAL LEGACY.** By Lindsey Davis. In first-century Rome, Flavia Albia has taken over her father’s business as a private informer. She only has two hard and fast rules–avoid political cases and family matters. 316 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95

**6081673 GARMENT OF PRAISE.** By Linda Byler. The final work in the New Directions series delves into the complexities of a blended Amish family. Are love and faith enough to overcome troubles? 261 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**605858X RICHARD SCARRY’S BEST STORYBOOK EVER.** The celebrations children’s book artist has collected the very best of his work in this delightful treasury. Young readers will be captivated by these entertaining stories and poems featuring a loving cast of charming characters. Ages 3-5. Fully illo. in color. 288 pages. Golden. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**6054479 TOM CLANCY CHAIN OF COMMAND.** By Marc Cameron. A shadowy billionaire uses violence to gain political power. Now he’s met the one man he can’t intimidate or bribe, President Jack Ryan. But every man has his weakness. Jack Ryan’s is his family. With his name on the line for the First Lady in the line of fire? 531 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6075576 THE DUCHESS.** By Sophie Jordan. It’s been a year since her wretched cattered a husband of a dying child, and Valencia, the Dowager Duchess of Detham, is finally her own woman, as she flits from party to party. Freedom is sweet and life should be perfect, until the new duke surfaces. 292 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**699000X A CHRISTMAS TO REMEMBER.** By Beverly Jenkins. Ever since Bernadine bought the town of Henry Adams, her relationship with Malachi “Mack” has had its share of ups and downs. But now they’re finally ready to say “I do.” Or are they? 291 pages. Avon. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**805486X PINQUICKLE’S FOLLY.** By R.A. Salvatore. A misfit band of Xconal, powie and human sailors, once enemies, now fierce friends with a common enemy, and a sparks hangs hold on this piratical voyage to the uncharted parts of the Demon War Saga. 437 pages. S.S. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**6054843 IT HAD TO BE YOU.** By M.H. Clark & A. Burke. Two identical siblings seemed perfect in every way, until one brother killed his parents while the other had an iron clad alibi. But did the two of them plan the crime together? As the case is reinvestigated, the danger left in the past quickly finds its way into the present. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**6075193 THE FABULOUS FURRY FIVER GROWING UP IN THE 21ST CENTURY AND OTHER FOLLIES.** By Gilbert Shelton et al. In this collection of hilarious Freak Brothers shorts, Freewheelin’ Franklin, Phineas, and Fat Freddy form their own band, bring home a stray cat and are thrown on an instant voyage to the uncharted parts of the Demon War Saga. 437 pages. S.S. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**6057614 THE #1 LAWYER.** By James Patterson & N. Allen. Stafford Lee Penney is a small-town trial lawyer with a big-time reputation for winning every case he tries, but Penney himself is accused of murder. 423 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**6057612 FINDING HOPE.** By Janice Kay Johnson. Although heartbroken at the news that her family was destroyed in a tragic fire, she refused to remove her name from the list of deadbeats who owe her money, it’s an offer she can’t refuse. 316 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**6075355 GRACEFUL HEARTS.** By Nora Roberts. When a ballet teacher, meets Seth, he challenges her tutoring, opening eyes to the possibilities of a future beyond dance. Dance of Dreams Prima ballerina Ruth and Nikolai’s sensual ballet that will inspire Ruth to break through Nikolai’s reserves. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**6076519 THE COMMODORE.** By P. O’Brian. In the Balkans a horde of Muslim mercenaries is gathering. They are inclined toward Napoleon because of his conversion to Islam. P. O’Brian’s novel is a loose time. For Jack Aubrey and Stephen Maturin must at all costs intercept. The fate of Europe hinges on their desperate mission. 261 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6075202 THE HUNDRED DAYS.** By P. O’Brian. In the Balkans a horde of Muslim mercenaries is gathering. They are inclined toward Napoleon because of his conversion to Islam. P. O’Brian’s novel is a loose time. For Jack Aubrey and Stephen Maturin must at all costs intercept. The fate of Europe hinges on their desperate mission. 261 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
NEW FICTION

**6075266** THE YELLOW ADMIRAL. By Patrick O'Brian. Lile ashore may once again be the undoing of Jack Aubrey. Stephen Maturin returns from a mission in France with the news that the Chileans require a navy. Jack is savoring this reprieve for his career, as well as Sophie's forgiveness, when he receives an urgent dispatch ordering him to Gibraltar. Napoleon has escaped from Elba. 257 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6075150** BLUE AT THE MIZZEN. By Patrick O'Brian. After Napoleon is defeated at Waterloo, Jack Aubrey finds his career prospects in a peacetime navy rather dim, and Stephen Maturin experiences a startling emotional rebirth as the two set sail to South America to help Chile assert her independence. 241 pages. Norton. Paperbound. $15.95 $11.95

**699077** THE INFINITY SAGA POSTER BOOK, PHASE 1. Ed. by Jessica Brunwald. These posters are the instantly iconic images that brought audiences flooding to see Iron Man, Thor, Captain America—or ultimately the heroes' big-screen assembly. Black Widow, Hawkeye and the Hulk as the Avengers Marvel. 11x16. Paperbound Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**6997015** A DOG'S PROMISE. By W. Bruce Cameron. The continuing story of Bailey, the good dog whose journey started in A Dog’s Purpose. Bailey is back—in another very special dog, who helps Bailey fulfill his promise over the course of several lives. 383 pages. Forge. Paperbound Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**6996390** BLESSING OF THE LOST GIRLS. By J.A. Jance. A cold case has been assigned to Dan Pardee, a field officer for the Missing and Murdered Indigenous People Task Force. Human remains were discovered around the time Rosa Rios went missing and have now been confirmed to be her. With Sheriff Joanna Brady’s help, Dan is determined to bring long-awaited closure to Rosa’s family and justice to the killer. 335 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**699712X** A MURDER LIKE NO OTHER. By Amy Lillard. It’s movie time in Sugar Springs, and Arlo’s book club is working hard to restore the historical theater for Wally Harrison’s film premier. A hit man, the best in the world’s greatest spys, in her finest adventure. America. It judoeps share political satire with the chillingly realistic rise of a president who becomes a dictator to save the nation from welfare, crime, and a liberal arts. 396 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6998960** THE CLASSIC H.G. WELLS COLLECTION. This box set brings together the most celebrated works of H.G. Wells, presented in five volumes with cover designs. The War of the Worlds; The Time Machine & Other Stories; The Invisible Man; The Island of Doctor Moreau; and First Men in the Moon. 1,160 pages in five volumes. Slipcased. $11.95


**6081168** BLACK WIDOW POSTER BOOK. She’s Natasha Romanoff, the Black Widow, and she’s leaving the shadow world of espionage to begin a new life. The widow’s self-confession is filled with poster masterpieces that grace every gallery! Impress your friends with this collection of many of the finest Black Widow images ever produced—Marvel. 11x16. Paperbound Pub. at $27.95 $17.95

**6994032** ETERNALS POSTER BOOK. Whether depicting the cosmic glory of Jack Kirby, the dynamic style of John Romita Jr. or the divine grace of Daniel Acuna, these images are guaranteed to bring forth the Uni-Mind! Marvel. 11x16. Paperbound Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

**8056242** A DOOR IN THE RIVER. By Inger Ash Wolfe. When Henry West is found dead behind a cigarette shop on the First Nations reserve, Detective Inspector Hazel Micallef finds herself involved in one of the most sensational and shocking cases of her career. The police are sure the.simpering Irish is setting, but the DI isn’t buying it. 389 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**6991747** A HELLION IN HER BED. By Sabrina Jeffrey. Notorious gambler Lord Jarrod Sharpe agrees to tame the family brewery. But he can’t resist when beguiling Annabel Lake proposes a wager. If she wins their card game, he must help save her family brewery. But if he loses, she must spend the night in his bed. The ultimate outcome will unravel Annabel’s dark Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


**8053715** BLUE SKIES. By Robyn Carr. A story of three friends—Nikki, Dixie and Carlisle—would seriously use a fresh start. When they are offered the chance to join a new airline in Las Vegas, they don’t hesitate. With no money to lose, they take a trip to a bunch of their own blue skies, 376 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6082068** AGENT SEVENTEEN. By John Brownlow. Seventeen is a hit man, the best in the world. But when he’s offered the chance to join a new airline in Las Vegas, he doesn’t hesitate. With no money to lose, he takes a trip to a bunch of their own blue skies, 376 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**8053804** THE FRONT PORCH CLUB. By Michelle Major. Annalise falls last, becoming an outcast in the shallow circles she used to rule. There’s only one affordable rental in town, and it’s owned by Shauna, who fired Annalise from a lucrative job. When Shauna’s first love arrives in town, Annalise becomes her unlikely protector. 314 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6996329** SUMMER ON SUNSHINE BAY. By Debbie Mason. With a family business to save and a wedding to plan, Eva and Lila’s reunion is more than either bargained for, but with a little luck and a lot of heart from friends and family, it may just turn out to be the best summer of their lives. 369 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6998984** BLACK PANTHER POSTCARD BOOK. By Jess Harold. Planning a school trip to the storybook town of Wakanda? Then you’ll need some postcards to mail home to all your jealous friends! Featuring major moments from Black Panther’s history as illustrated by the finest talents ever to delineate the adventures of T’Challa, Marvel. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**699671X** A BOTANIST’S GUIDE TO FLOWERS AND FATALITY. By Kate Khavari. When Detective Inspector Green is given a case with a set of unusual clues he asks for research assistant Saffron Everleigh’s help. The victims all women, received bouquets filled with poisonous flowers. As Saffron trails a group of suspects, she starts to catch the killer, or find herself with fatal flowers of her own? 314 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**607734X** MURDER IS IN THE AIR. By Frances Brody. North Yorkshire, 1930. It’s the season for warm drinks and cozy celebrations. Kate and her niece Harriet go to the garden party in Ruth Pambly’s honor. But when Ruth leads children to the stables for pony rides, the drayman is missing, and found dead. What might a simple case ending in 316 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**6998992** BLACK WIDOW: Marvel Team-Up. By Chris Claremont et al. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the 1970s, Black Widow was a part of the Twelve with Carol Danvers, Carmen Sandiego, and the Avengers! Valley. The world’s greatest superspy in her finest team-up! In the...
but his efforts are complicated when a second woman disappears.


GOLDEN GIRL. By Elín Hildurberg. On a perfect June day, Vivian Howe, author of thirteen beach novels and mother of three, is killed in a hit and run car accident while jogging near her home on Nantucket. She ascends to the Beyond, where she's assigned to a Person named Martha, who allows Vivian to watch what happens below for one last summer. 378 pages. Bascay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

PERFECT TEMPTATIONS. By Lisa Kleypas. In Seduce me at Sunrise, Ken Meiren has longed for the beautiful, well-bred Winter Faire. He is so desperate to prove his conscience, but his efforts are complicated when a second woman disappears and he too becomes a suspect. Now to save them both, Gibby must avoid the police and root out the secrets of her brother's past. 369 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99


ASSASSIN. By Ted Bell. A shadowy figure known as the Dog is believed to be the ruthless who is systemically and savagely assassinating American diplomats and their families around the globe. As the deadly toll mounts, Alexander Hawke, along with former NYPD cop and Navy SEAL, Stikky Jones, makes a U.S. government to find the assassin. 580 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

FREDERICK AND HIS FRIENDS: Four Favorite Fables. By Leo Leonidoff. Four stories featuring Frederick, the poet field mouse--Frederick, Swampy, Fish is Fish, and Alexander and the Wind-up Mouse. Includes 45 full-color illustrations. For readers ages 3-7. Fully ills. in color. Knopf. 9x11. Pub. at $24.95

THE FRIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. Surviving Krampus and Other Yuletide Monsters. By Jeff Belanger. True stories of the Krampus and his friends with the elf-like Tomten and the goblin-like Krankociaus. The Belsnickel is ready to hit us with his switch of sticks and Nila may drag you back to her mountain lair. And watch out for the Yule Cat ready to pounce! Illus. 187 pages. New Page Books. Pub. at $22.00

FINALLY FOUND: MY BIG A.J. Paine. When Beth's audition concludes with a torrid Achilles tendon and possibly the end of her dance career, she reluctantly takes her sister’s offer to fly her to Vietnam for recuperation. She has ideal Delaney has hopped on with a job managing widower Eli’s veterinary clinic while staying in the guest house on his ranch. 353 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

FAUL CONVIN and WRAP. By Jennie Farnworth. Born with an intuition that never fails, Calista knows her talents are of great value to the power-hungry of the world, so she lives hidden as a courier of the Baron of Titus. She moves in and out of the Baron’s world, but on occasion she is given grants to help her. 415 pages. Bramble. Pub. at $27.99

WOLF NEED NOT APPLY. By Terry Spear. Park ranger and wolf shifter Eric is investigating suspicious wolf sightings in the national park when he encounters a true rarity—an unmated she-wolf pack leader. Forest Peper keeps running into the hot wolf shifter Matt. They share their attraction. 342 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

SECOND CHANCE PASS. By Robyn Carr. In the space of a few months Vanessa buried her husband, Matt, and gave birth to their son. But the one man she longs to share her love with now acts as if she doesn't exist. Paul has done right by Matt's widow as best he can–considering he's been secretly in love with her for years. 409 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

DRIFTWOOD COTTAGE. By Sherryl Woods. Single mom Heather and her son find new hope with the O'Brien clan in Chesapeake Shores. But accepting their support alienates her son's father, Connor O'Brien, a divorce attorney just signed to marry the woman of his dreams. Without Heather make Connor reconsider? 376 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

THE GOOD LUCK CAFE. By Annie Rains. Moria’s life goes topsy-turvy when the town’s next incarnation of the O’Brien clan moves in and unholts the site of her mother’s beloved cafe. She asks the mayor for help but Gil won’t budge on his support for the council’s plans. She decides to campaign against him and her collection heats up, so does their attraction. 342 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

FALLING FOR ALASKA. By Belle Calhoune. Former pro-football player Xavier returns to his small hometown to help run his grandmother’s wine company and grocery store. He wants to be a good neighbor and help out those in need. But he hopes to be a good neighbor and help out those in need. But he finds his heart is drawn to the luminous Bella, who makes him believe in the power of love. 366 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


DOGWOOD HILL. By Sherryl Woods. When former pro football star Adam Hathaway returns to his home town of Chesapeake Shores to take a high school coaching job, he’s embraced by the town–especially the O’Briens. The wounded Liz March finds herself reluctantly drawn to this charming stranger. But his heart could change that. 378 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

THE PROMISE. By Robyn Carr. Scott has a bustling family practice in the small Oregon community of Thunder Point. The town and its people have embraced the widowed doctor and father of two. Scott knows it’s time to move on from his dating pool is limited. That is until a stunning physician’s assistant applies for a job at the hospital. Will the possibility of a future job. Will the possibility of a future


DOGWOOD HILL. By Sherryl Woods. When former pro football star Adam Hathaway returns to his home town of Chesapeake Shores to take a high school coaching job, he’s embraced by the town–especially the O’Briens. The wounded Liz March finds herself reluctantly drawn to this charming stranger. But his heart could change that. 378 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


DOGWOOD HILL. By Sherryl Woods. When former pro football star Adam Hathaway returns to his home town of Chesapeake Shores to take a high school coaching job, he’s embraced by the town–especially the O’Briens. The wounded Liz March finds herself reluctantly drawn to this charming stranger. But his heart could change that. 378 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
**Fiction**

- **6063812 MIXED MESSAGES.** By Linda Liel Miller. Mark was a legend who’d won a Pulitzer and interviewed influential people. Carly was a former beauty queen turned advice columnist, Mark wasn’t sure that Carly had what it took to be reporter, but sooner or later she’d uncover the most dangerous truth of all—that he couldn’t live without her. Harlequin. Paperbound. $5.95

- **6097414 YOU CAN RUN.** By Karen Valentine. A CIA analyst, Jill Bailey, makes a second cousin deadlocked and footloose in her country but saves her son—and now she must team up with investigative journalist, Alex Charles, who she’s sure she can trust. As they work together, they uncover a vast conspiracy. 315 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. $2.70


- **6075660 THE SECRET LIVES OF MERMAIDS.** By A. Susani. Dive in to discover all there is to know about mermaids in this beautifully illustrated book. But wait—if you thought mermaids were only for the storybooks, who existed only in myth and fairy tale, think again! New research has uncovered what a rich and varied group of beings they are. Ages 7-9. 61 pages. Flying Eye. 9½x11½. $18.95

- **6099178 THIS WRETCHED VALLEY.** By Jenny Kifer. Four climbers take the Kentucky fall line to discover a newly discovered cliff face. But things start going wrong as soon as their expedition begins, suggesting something sinister may be present in the valley with them. 302 pages. Quirk. Paperbound. $15.95

- **6099166 STANDING IN THE SHADOWS.** By Peter Robinson. In November 1980, Nick returns home from a university lecture to find police waiting for him. His ex-girlfriend has been murdered, and his new boyfriend is missing. Nick is the prime suspect, but evidence is cold. Decades later, in November 2019, an archaeologist unearthed a skeleton that turns out to be far more contemporary than the remains she is seeking. 559 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. $18.99

- **6098011 GOING ZERO.** By Anthony McCarten. Ten Americans have been selected to Beta test a ground-breaking piece of spyware. FUSION can track anyone on earth. But does it work? The results are unimpressive, but an uninsuming Bodcon librarian named Kaitlyn, the stakes are far higher. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. $5.95

- **6093693 A BABY IN ALASKA.** By Heidi McCahan. Sam has three weeks in Alaska to acquire a small aviation company and serve as his late father’s business partner. The new deal involves an 87 page 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. $5.95


- **6080928 SUCH A QUIET PLACE.** By Megan Miranda. Hollow’s Edge has been famous for the second cousin deadlocked and footloose Ruby Fletcher was implicated, but her trial was overturned. When she arrives back in Hollow’s Edge, it becomes increasingly clear that not everyone told the truth about the night of the Truett murders. 355 pages. S&S. Paperbound. $20.99

- **6085264 PRETTY THINGS.** By Janelle Brown. Two wildly different women, Nina a cocktails and second cousin deadlocked and footloose Ruby heires, are brought together by the scam of a lifetime. 478 pages. Random. Paperbound. $28.00

- **6082181 A SPOONFUL OF MURDER.** By J.M. Hall. Every Thursday, three retired school teachers have their coffee o’clock sessions at the Thrirk Garden Centre. But one fateful week, as they are catching up with a slice of cake, they bump into their ex-colleague, Topsy. By the next Thursday, Topsy’s dead. 283 pages. Paperbound. $12.95

- **6099271 THE QUEEN OF SPADES.** By Alexander Pushkin. A countess with a card trick; love letters filled with deception; a desperate man with a pistol. The Queen of Spades is Pushkin’s most popular and chilling stories, is accompanied here by the thrilling “Durovsky” and unforgettable “The Tales of the Late Ivan Petrovich Bekkin”. Clothbound. 259 pages. $12.95


- **6081562 THE FAIRIES RETURN: Or, New Tales for Old. Compiled by Peter Davies. Originally published in 1934, The first collection of modernist fairy tales ever published in England, and it marked the arrival of a satirical classic that has never been surpassed. These tales expose social anxieties, political corruption, predatory economic behavior, and destructive appetites even as they express hope for a better world. 372 pages. Princeton. $24.95

- **6081886 THE QUICK AND THE DEAD: Selected Stories.** By Mavis O Cadhain. These colorful tales whisk readers to the salty western shores of Ireland. The resilient women who inhabit Cadhain’s stories are part of the Orkney region’s struggle toward self-realization against the brutal pressures of rural poverty and later, the lowly demanding of modern city life. 330 pages. Yale. $28.00

- **6099752 THE PASSENGER.** By Ulrich Alexander Boscovich. Berlin, November 1938. Jewish aristocrat and a privileged young heiress, are brought together by the scam of a lifetime. 478 pages. Random. Paperbound. $28.00


- **6084590 CTHULHU MYTHOS TALES.** By H.P. Lovecraft. A collection of 23 short stories by the master of horror. From Dragon to The Call of Cthulhu to The Haunter of the Dark, each story captures a bygone era and chilling stories, is accompanied here by the thrilling “Durovsky” and unforgettable “The Tales of the Late Ivan Petrovich Bekkin”. Clothbound. 259 pages. $14.99

NEW FICTION

8054312 THE LIONESS. By Chris Bohjalian. Tanzania, 1964. A luxurious African safari turns deadly for Kate Barstow, a-list actress. Her new husband, David Hill, and her entourage. They don’t expect a kidnapping gone wrong, their guides bleeding out in the dirt, and a team of Russian mercenaries herding the Land Rovers, guns to their heads. 313 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


8993370 CANNONBALL. By Sacha Cotter, illus. by J. Morgan. A summer tale about family, overcoming fears, and the importance of being oneself, all in the pursuit of performing the perfect cannonball. As one boy searches for the secret to executing the perfect cannonball, it’s only by listening to his inner voice that he finds the courage to take the big jump. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color $4.95

8993389 FOREVER GLIMMER CREEK. By Stacy Hackney. Gilmore girls meets A Smirker of Magic. Six-year-old Rosie Flynn, whose film-making skills may be the answer to uncovering the miracles of her town and bringing her father home. Ages 8-12. 310 pages. S&S. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

8993478 THE UPPER CASE: Trouble in Capital City. By Tara Lazar, illus. by P. MacDonald. Just when Private I thinks all is calm, Private I receives a call from her niece and is put back into touch with her newfound friends in the BIGGEST mystery yet, the UPPER CASE, before it’s too late?! Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Little, Brown. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

8993451 TALES OF SASHA: The Big Secret. By Alexa Pearl, illus. by P. Sordo. A young horse named Sasha discovers a big secret about what makes her different to her friends and family. One day during class, the white patch on Sasha’s back gives her an itching feeling that makes her want to soar, and she runs to the big rocks. Ages 4-7. Illus. 106 pages. Little Bee. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

8993443 THE STAR SHEPHERD. By M. Connolly & D. Haring. A fast-paced adventure about eleven-year-old Kyro, his best friend Andra, and his trusted dog Cypeth. They are caught up in a cause of the threat before it’s too late to save the stars. Ages 8 and up. Illus. 303 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95


8056190 COLD SNAP. By Marc Cameron. In remote northern Alaska, Deputy U.S. Marshal Arista escorts four dangerous prisoners onto a small bush plane en route to Fairbanks. When the plane goes down in the wilderness, the prisoners murder the pilot and a guard and torch the plane. Now, Cutter becomes the hunted in a deadly game of survival. 340 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95


8993858 ALICE. By Christina Henry. There is a woman, her hair, once blond, hangs in tangles down her back. She doesn’t remember why she’s here, just a tea party long ago, and long ears, and blood. A fire at the hospital gives her a chance to escape, tumbling out of the hole that imprisoned her, leaving her free to uncover the truth. Only something else has escaped with her. 291 pages. Ace. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

8992621 THE HOTEL. By Elizabeth Bowen. Originally published in 1927. In the mild Mediterranean climate of the Italian Riviera, a rebellious young Sydney Warren cautiously tests her newfound freedom, developing an intimate relationship with the charming middle-aged widow Mrs. Kerr that causes rumors and suspicion to stir among the wealthy English guests. 192 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

6082955 KID CLASSICS SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Hound of the Baskervilles. By Arthur Conan Doyle, illus. by M. Schmitt. The Baskerville family believes that a wild beast, the Hound of the Baskervilles, is killing their sheep. The story centers around a celestial battle between the gods of Brazil, who are worshiped by the Bahia people, and a fearless conquering force led by a dark and malevolent overlord. Only Shango, the god of fire and thunder, can lead his people into victory while the fate of creation hangs in the balance. Abrams. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

8993477 THE ORISHAS. By Hugo Canuto. The story centers around a celestial battle between the gods of Brazil, who are worshiped by the Bahia people, and a fearless conquering force led by a dark and malevolent overlord. Only Shango, the god of fire and thunder, can lead his people into victory while the fate of creation hangs in the balance. Abrams. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

8992786 CAPTAIN AMERICA: SHARON CARTER. By Stan Lee et al. Sharon Carter is one of the world’s most capable and determined secret agents! Collects Captain America: Sentinel of Liberty #1; Captain America (2004) #16-17; Captain America and the Secret Avengers #1; and material from Age of Heroes #3 and Tales of Suspense (1959) #75-76, #85. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

8993440 I ONLY READ MURDER. By Ian & Will Ferguson. In dire straits, Miranda, a former TV sleuth, signs up for an assault production at the Happy Rock Little Theater. In front of a packed house, one of the actors is murdered, live, onstage. But out of 200 witnesses, no one actually saw what happened. 14 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

997023 THE DROWNING KIND. By Jennifer McMahon. When social worker Jax receives nine missed calls from her manic and increasingly out of touch older sister, Lexie, she assumes it’s just another one of her sister’s bizarre calls. But the next day, Lexie is dead. Going through her sister’s things, Jax learns that Lexie was researching her family history and uncovered a mystery about a disappearance with a dark past. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

997074 FORGIVING PARIS. By Karen Kingsbury. Ashley Blake and her husband are about to take an anniversary trip to Paris, but she’s hesitant. Just before the trip, she gets a call from the local police about a disappearance with a dark past. Ashley and Michael, a flood of memories come back, taking Ashley back to her mistakes. Can Ashley get closure? 324 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

999699X DEAD AND GONE. By Joanna Schaffhausen. For Chicago police detective Annalisa Vega, Sam Tran’s death presents an ominous puzzle. The ex-cop turned PI is found hanging from a cherry tree with a message across his chest that suggests something powerful is at play with the police. Annalisa suspects the real answer lies in one of Tran’s open cases. 328 pages. HarperVia. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $12.99


9993725 THE RUSSIAN CAGE. By Charlaine Harris. Follows Lizzie Rose as she takes on one of her most dangerous missions yet: rescuing her estranged prince, Prince Eli, from the Holy Russian Empire. Relying on her growing Grigori powers to navigate through this strange new world of royalty and deception in order to get Eli freed from jail. 292 pages. Saga Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

9997104 LUCKY GIRL. By M. Rickert. Novel. Set in the 1920’s during a time of great change. A woman who is taken advantage of and whose life is changed forever. One woman’s voice that she finds in the diary. 325 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

9996786 TALOS. By Alice Hallett. Follows a community of people around a sick child—but when escalating lies lead to a dead body, everyone is a suspect. 419 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

9075053 SUCH A PRETTY SMILE. By Kristi DeMeester. There’s something out there that’s murdering young women—until an overweight, tattooed and her secretive daughter refuses to live without answers any longer. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

808275 2 THE SHATTERED SKIES. By John Birmingham. The Sturm, an empire of “species purists,” have returned from the furthest reaches of the galaxy to clean up against what they call mutants and borgs. They blast vicious malware across galaxy-spanning networks, dark code that transformed anyone connected to the system into a mindless, psychotic killer. 375 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95
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**NEW FICTION**

- **6082750 TAROT: Avengers/Defenders.** By Alan Davis. Avenger must battle Defender as an alchemist Dialb casts cards from the deck of fate, pitting hero against hero for his own nefarious purposes! Collects Tarot #1-4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

- **608124X DARK CORNERS.** By Megan Goldin. Rachel Kral, a true crime podcaster, is in search for a popular influencer who disappears just hours after visiting a suspected true crime podcaster, is brought in to search for a popular 607550X

- **6082661 THE TRAJECTORY OF THE GLACIER.** By Sandie Jones. For Stella, deputy editor of The Globe, it’s her first name on the masthead. Getting the best story is what she’s built her reputation on. For Jess, a rookie reporter, the story stops when the truth does. When a celebrity is haunted by The Globe pays for the ultimate price of Stella and the paper are responsible. 298 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

- **6080995 TRACY FICK CAN’T WIN.** By Tom Perrotta. Energized by the prospect of her long-overdue promotion, Tracy throws herself into her work with renewed zeal, determined to prove her worth, while also managing her personal life, a 10-year-old daughter, a needy doctor boyfriend, and a burgeoning passion develops that can’t be denied. 628 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

- **6077277 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF KATHRYN JANEWAY.** Kathryn Janeway reveals her career in Starfleet, from her first command to her epic journey through the Delta Quadrant leading her to the rise to the top as vice-admiral in Starfleet Command. Color photos. 207 pages. Titian. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

- **6057731 A ROGUE’S RULES FOR SEDUCTION.** By Evelyn Leigh. After Dominic left Willa at the altar, she vowed never to reveal how badly she was hurt. Thrown together by well-meaning family and friends, Willa and Dom try to resist the fiery pull between them. Alice tries to keep the line between love and loathing begins to blur, and their attraction explodes. 349 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

- **60540110 THE BEST IS YET TO COME.** By Debbie Macomber. When Hope Goodwin, alone in the world after the death of her twin brother, becomes the target of threats and is sent to a little-known prison camp within the Levitan department design house s, and is sent to a lit tle-known prison camp within the Levitan department store. She struggles to maintain her tongue in order to survive, and remembers happier days spent in the 1920s. 452 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

- **6053412 DARK ROADS.** By Chevy Stevens. Overwhelmed by grief over the death of her father and burdened by her new family to work, Hailey vanishes into the mountainous terrain. One year later, Beth Chevalier searches for information about the disappearance of her sister who puts a target on her as she reveals the truth behind Hailey’s disappearance. 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

- **60510100 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF KATHRYN JANEWAY.** Kathryn Janeway reveals her career in Starfleet, from her first command to her epic journey through the Delta Quadrant leading her to the rise to the top as vice-admiral in Starfleet Command. Color photos. 207 pages. Titian. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

- **6077579 THE SECRET LIVES OF UNICORNS.** By Temi Seraphinni, illus. by S. Robin. If you thought unicorns were imaginary, think again. Anatomy, evolution, and magical properties: prepare to learn just how much you didn’t know about these fantastic, magical equines. Ages 7-9. Fully illus. in color. 123 pages. Flying Eye. 978-1-911680-69-0 $12.99 $4.95

- **6054355 MEMPHIS.** By Tara M. Stringfield. Summer 1995. Ten-year-old Joan, her mother, and younger sister flee her father’s explosive temper and seek refuge at her mother’s ancestral home in Memphis. This is not the first time violence has altered her life. As an expert in police scandals to the never-ending cycle of violence, he begins to unlock revelations about his past that just might return his lost faith. 386 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

- **6054452 SMALL ANGELS.** By Lauren Weisberger. First love, and hauntings, a wedding in a small English village stirs up unsettling magic and forces a troubled family’s secrets out into the open. 386 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

- **6054223 HONEY & SPICE.** By Bolu Babalola. Shale-tongued Kiki has just made a huge mistake. As an expert in relationship-evasion, she kissed Malaki, the guy she just publicly denounced as the Wasteland of Whitewell,” in front of every Black-owned theater. The new day finds her show on the brink. 358 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

- **6054320 THE LUNAR HOUSEWIFE.** By Caroline Woods. New York City, 1953. Louise rises. When she overhears her boyfriend Joe and his business partner fighting about listening devices and death threats, she can’t help but investigate, and she quickly finds herself wading into dangerous waters. 306 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

- **6077404 TWENTY YEARS LATER.** By Charlie Donite. Avery, a TV news host sets out to uncover the truth behind a decades-old murder. What Avery isn’t realizing is that there are other players who are interested in Avery’s own secret past, one she has kept hidden from both the network executives and her television audience. A secret she hopes to keep. 426 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

- **6054339 MECCA.** By Susan Straight. A California epic following several native, diverse Californians grasping for air in a world that continues to marginalize them. 370 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

- **6080960 THREE LITTLE ENGINES.** By Bob McKinnon, illus. by L. Fancher et al. This gorgeously illustrated, modern retelling of the classic The Little Engine That Could delivers a timely message that everyone’s journey is different, and that sometimes, success comes from a helping hand. Ages 3-7. 104 pages. Grosset & Dunlap. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **6082525 HOME TO HARLEM.** By Claude McKay. Originally published in 1928. Jake Brown, a Black American soldier and a WWI deserter, returns to Harlem and struggles to find his place in the black community that’s rife with poverty, crime, and racism. 154 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $5.95

- **608088X THE ST. AMBROSE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.** By Jessica Ward. St. Ambrose’s queen bee, Greta, picks Sarah as a target from day one. Thankfully she makes allies out of her roommate, Ellen “Stits” and her handsome RA Nick. With them on her side, Sarah hopes she can make it through the semester, dealing not only with her bipolar diagnosis and new life at school but Greta’s increasingly malicious pranks. 358 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

---

**NEW FICTION**


- **605441X THE PARIS SHOWROOM.** By Juliet Blackwell. Capucine saves herself from deportation by highlighting her connections to Parisian design houses, and is sent to a little-known prison camp within the Levitan department store. She struggles to maintain her tongue in order to survive, and remembers happier days spent in the 1920s. 452 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

- **6075347 FALLING FOR YOU.** By Lisa Kleypas. Novels. Married by Morning Catherine’s charges that her brother Leo is exasperating. But when one quartet ends in a kiss, Cat is shocked. In Love in the Afternoon Beatrix Hathaway has never been so seriously wounded and resists herself to the fate of never finding love. Captain Christopher Phelan is a handsome, daring soldier. A passion develops that can’t be denied. 628 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

---

---

---
NEW FICTION

6080685  THE ORCHARD. By Kristina Gorcheva-Newbery. By the time Anya and Mihiril Hiltz are 15, the Swine Empire is on the verge of collapse. They pair up with classmates Trifonov and Lopatin, and the four friends share secrets and desires. But the world is changing, and the fleeting time is cut short by a sudden tragedy. 371 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

6082815  THE CONNELLS OF COUNTY DOWN. By Tracey Lange. When Iara Connelly is released from prison, she knows rebuilding her life at 50 years old won’t be easy. With no money and no prospects, she returns home to live with her siblings, who are both busy with their own problems. But when the Connelly’s secrets start to surface and threaten their future, they must face their worst fears and come clean. 272 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95


6082793  CASSIEL’S SERVANT. By Jacqueline Carey. A retelling of cult favorite Kushiel’s Dart from the point of view of Josephine. Cassiel, one-time boyfriend and protector of Phedre No Delaunay. He’s sworn to celibacy and the blade as surely as she’s pledged to pleasure, but the gods they serve have bound them together. When both are betrayed, they must rely on each other to survive. 514 pages. Tor. Pub. at $30.99  $6.95

6081045  CRITICAL ROLE: The Mighty Nein Origins, Yasha Nydoorin. By Cecil Castelluci et al. For Yasha, there has always been a storm in her horizon. This story follows with her adoption by the Dolorav people in the harsh lands of Xhorhas. Or perhaps when she fell for her first love, Zuula. Or still later, when grave disease drove her from her home and out into, somewhere else. Maybe, on the other hand, Yasha is the storm. Dark Horse. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

6081363  GONE TONIGHT. By Sarah Pekkanen. Forty one-year-old Ruth is on the run from her past, while trying to hold on to her family. By controlling Audrey, her 24-year-old daughter, Catherine. It’s always been just the two of them against the world. But how do they really know each other? 336 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

6081002  TRIPPING ARCADIA. By Kit Mayquist. By day, Lina is assistant to the family doctor and his charge, Jonathan, the sickly, poetic, drunken heir to the family empire. By night, she becomes the more sinister side of the family, as she works overtime at their lavish parties, helping to hide their self-destructive tendencies and trying not to fail on Jonathan’s already long pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95


6993831  THE AVENGERS: Legends of Marvel. By Peter David et al. Bruce Banner is tired of life and about to lose all hope until a miracle occurs: a fight worthy of the Incorruptible Hulk. Collects Avengers: Last Call; Avengers; Loki Unleashed; Thor: The Worthy and Captain America & The Invaders: Bahamas Triangle. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

6994253  OLD MAN HAWKEYE, VOL. 2: The Whole World Blind. By Ethan Sacks. An aging Clint Barton has been on a mission to hunt down the Thunderbolts who betrayed him—now see exactly what happened on that fateful date 45 years ago, in all its bloody detail! Collects Old Man Hawkeye #7-12. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

6056633  FINAL OPTION. By Clive Cussler & B. Morison. When the CIA realizes the identities of three American spies in Brazil have been compromised, they turn to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon to rescue the agents. What seems a routine operation turns out to be a trap designed by Attilio Perizon. This is driven by hate to seek the ultimate revenge. 390 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95


6994407  TRAITOR’S DANCE. By Jeff Abbott. Sam is trying his best to live a quiet life in Austin, Texas, with his 13 year old son, Daniel. But all that changes when Section K, the top secret espionage agency Sam works for, approaches him with unsettling news and a deadly assignment. 435 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

605706  THE LOVE OF MY LIFE. By Rosie Walsh. When Emma suffers a serious illness, her husband Leo copes by doing what he knows best: researching and writing. And whatever he finds out about his wife’s life. Yet as he starts to unravel the truth, he discovers the woman he loves doesn’t really exist. Even her name isn’t real. 372 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.99  $6.95

805258  INDIGO DREAMING. By Diahn Johnson, illus. by A. Cunha. A meditation between two young girls—on different sides of the sea—who wonder about how they are linked by culture, even though they are separated by location. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. HarperCollins. 6½ x 9¾. Pub. at $18.99  $6.95

8053952  LITTLE CAT, BIG DREAMS. illus. by Taylor Kahnrubh. Garfield comes to the big screen in the new 2024 animated film that features Chris Pratt as the voice of everyone’s favorite lasagna-loving cat. This beautifully-illustrated Little Golden Book is the retelling of the film. Ages 2 to 5. Golden. $4.95

605412  GRIS GRIMLY’S TALES FROM THE BROTHERS GRIMM. By Jeff Gris Grimly. The timeless fairy stories of the Brothers Grimm are given new life by noted illustrator and modern master of gothic, surreal, and dark fantasy art. The book includes "Rapunzel" and “Little Red Cap” are faithfully reproduced in their original text, joined by Grimly’s inimitable and characteristically gothic illustrations. 278 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

6999265  THE CABIN AT THE END OF THE WORLD. By Paul Tremblay. Vacationing with her 45-year-old daughter, Catherine. It’s always been just the two of them against the world. But how do they really know each other? 336 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

6997317  THE RIVER OF SILVER. By S.A. Chakraborty. The Daevabad Trilogy gets expanded with this compilation of stories from before, during, and after the events of The City of Brass, The Kingdom of Copper, and The Empire of Gold, all from the perspectives of characters both beloved and hated, and even from those without a voice in the novels. 242 pages. HarperVoyager. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

6085404  THE MERMAN. By Carl-Johan Vaughn. Neila and her brother Robert live a different life in their out-of-the-way town. Robert is bullied at school, and Nella has to resort to petty crime to pay off his tormentors. When she turns to her friend for help, her suspicions are aroused by the mysterious comings and goings of his brothers. 322 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

6998828  JANE AUSTEN’S SANCTION. By Janet Todd. This informative volume combines Jane Austen’s Sanditon novel and Janet Todd’s groundbreaking essay, where she contextualizes Austen’s life and work. Sanditon is Austen’s last novel, left unfinished when she died. A comedy, it continues the strain of burlesque and caricature she wrote as a teenager and in private throughout her life. Illus. 10½x10½. Pub. at $19.95  $6.95

6082890  I FELL IN LOVE WITH HOPE. By Lancill. Against the unforgiving landscape of a hospital, a group of terminally ill patients embraces the joys within their reach: friendship, freedom, and love. In the midst of pain and loss, they find community, even miracles, and together they are determined to reclaim from life what illness has taken from them. 410 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

6065287  THE CAT ON A HOT TIN GROOVE: The Complete Jazz Drawings from The Record Changer Magazine. By Peter Demchuk. Collector’s Guild of Deitch’s art that appeared in The Record Changes, a ’40s magazine devoted to traditional jazz. Demchuk’s career as an artist’s magazine covers from 1945 to 1950, as well as gorgeous black and white cartoon panels starring the Cat, Deitch’s send-up of the purist jazz aficionado. Fully illus. 168 pages. Fantagraphics. 11⅝x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

6079792  ORACULA. Kid Classics. By Brian Selznick, illus. by Mark Schmit. Scientists Victor Frankenstein discovers the secret to life and uses it to build a living, breathing eight foot tall monster. This new just for kids edition is filled with magical illustrations. Ages 8 and up. 143 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $19.95  $6.95

6079943  FRANKENSTEIN: Kid Classics. By Mary Shelley, illus. by M. Collett. Scientists Victor Frankenstein discovers the secret to life and uses it to build a living, breathing eight foot tall monster. This new just for kids edition is filled with magical illustrations. Ages 8 and up. 112 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

6078044  MOBY DICK. Kid Classics. By Herman Melville, illus. by M. Schmit. Captain Ahab of the whaler Pequod gets his revenge on Moby Dick—the giant white whale who bit off his leg–no matter what! Join Ishmael, Queequeg, and the rest of the crew of the Pequod on a voyage of discovery! This new just for kids edition is filled with magical illustrations. Ages 8 and up. 128 pages. Whalen Book Works. Pub. at $17.95  $6.95

By S.A. Chakraborty. The Daevabad Trilogy gets expanded with this compilation of stories from before, during, and after the events of The City of Brass, The Kingdom of Copper, and The Empire of Gold, all from the perspectives of characters both beloved and hated, and even from those without a voice in the novels. 242 pages. HarperVoyager. Pub. at $27.99.
6082270 THE ENCHANTED APRIL. By Elizabeth von Arnim. First published in 1922. Four Englishwomen, all dissatisfied with their lives in one way or another, answer an ad in the Times to rent a medieval castle for the month of April. Arriving at their beautiful tempest-wrecked home, they begin to realize that Italy, the women discover the joy of friendship and having a room of one’s own. 224 pages. Mint. Paperbound. $7.95

6093249 THE CONTINENTAL AFFAIR. By Christine Mangan. If the 1960s, and Louise is running from her past in England, from the people whose money she has stolen, and from Henri, the person who has been sent to collect it. Across the Continent Henri follows, desperate to leave behind his troubles. Realizing that Louise is no ordinary mark, they must decide what the future will hold. 306 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

6081495 THE ISLAND OF SEA WOMEN. By Lisa See. Follows Mi-ja and Young-sook, two named Dez shows up to douse the flames, and in the front-yard. A smoking-hot firefighter and she burns her husband’s belongings 8054231

6085421 HOLDOUT. By Jeffrey Kluger. When evil forces are going unchecked on Earth, a principled astronaut, Belka “Walli” Beckwith, makes his second trip to Earth, trying to see justice in the only place she knows how—the International Space Station, 340 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

6085444 A SHOE STORY. By Jane L. Rosen. Esme is eager to leave her small town and begin her carefully planned post-grad life: move to New York City, an apartment with her loving college boyfriend, and a fancy job at an art gallery. But when tragedy strikes, instead of heading to Manhattan, she returns home to care for her ailing father, and finds a new home behind. 316 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

608542X IN HER BOOTS. By Ku D dell Antonia. When Rhet’s controlling mother, who she hasn’t seen in two decades, announces her intent to sell the farm she loves and expected to make her own, is sighted by her beloved, she returns home after a snowstorm and becomes drawn to this place she must protect her home and finally prove to her mother, and to herself, that she can stand on her own two feet. 372 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

6093385 AERO, VOL. 2: The Mystery of Madame Huang. By Zhou Liefen. Aero finally faces the menacing and mysterious Madame Huang! But who is she—and will her experience and encounters in her travels to China Aero #7-12. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

6099107 STINNETTLERS 2. By R.L. Sine. Two kids embark on a field trip to the zoo and stumble upon a creature they never expected to meet. A boy makes a machine that puts kids in charge, but at what cost? A child is sure her parents are going to love her, but is it just in his head? And each story comes with a personal introduction from Sine himself. Ages 8-12. Illus. 202 pages. Feiwel and Friends. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

6097384 WHERE’S MAMA? By Helen Chenoweth. A young girl’s loving, adventuresome, and with an occasional tendency to nip ankles. But Muick can’t find his Queen. Muick gives his own account of the events and travels through his brief, frustrated life. Scotland to the funeral as she seeks to make sense of his loss and find a future beyond. 52 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

6085447 THE PAINTER OF SOULS. By Philip Kazan. To survive,ippo Lippi, orphan, street urchin, and budding rogue, must first become Fra Filippo Lippi: man of God. He will become a gambler, a forger, a seducer of nuns, and at the same time, the greatest painter of his time. So who is he really–lover, believer, father, teacher, artist? Is there anything true except the paintings? 261 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6099561 F. SCOTT FITZGERALD SHORT STORIES. Capturing the spirit of an era, these seven stories reflect F. Scott Fitzgerald’s overwhelming affection for New York, its people, its places. Southern belles, flappers, Prohibition, extraordinary wealth, and a rapidly changing society. By turns humorous, breathtaking, and thought-provoking, these stories create a picture of Fitzgerald’s complicated life. 84 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95


6085420 NO MAN’S LAND: Fiction from a World at War, 1914-1918. Ed. by Pete Ayrton. Featuring 47 writers from 20 different nations, representing all of the main participants in the conflict, this work collects a truly international anthology of WWI fiction. Includes works by Siegfried Sassoon, William Faulkner, Frederic Manning, and many others, 551 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

6078125 SLEEP NO MORE: Six Murderous Tales. By P.D. James. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This collection of six stories draws the reader into the thinking, the emotions, the recollections, the rationalizations, the cover-ups, the half-truths, the lies, and the truth behind both murderous cause and effect. Titles include “The Yoyo”; “The Victim”; “The Murder of Santa Claus”; “The Girl Who Loved Graveyards”; “A Very Desirable Residence”; and “Mr. Millcroft’s Desirable Residence”. A thoughtful collection containing six stories from just about all of the main participants in the legend-hoarding continent. Featuring 47 writers from 20 different nations, Central African Folktales: The World’s Greatest Myths and Legends. Ed. By Jake Jackson. Step into a world of shapeshifting loves, ghostly encounters and ancient wisdom in this collection of Chinese folktales. This collection covers 40 popular classics. 256 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

6095631 KISS MY BOOTS. By Harper Sloan. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Quinn prefers to live her life—full of adventure, love, and a little bit of treachery. And it doesn’t help that silver-tongued cowboys have hardened her heart. Tate has returned to town, his birdcage sanctuary, and one glance at the ravishingly beauty of his twin, he realizes he hasn’t forgotten her or their young love. 388 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95 $5.95

6086590 OUTSIDER. By Linda Castillo. LARGE PRINT EDITION. While enjoying a sleigh ride with his children, Amish widower Adam discovers a car stuck in a snowdrift and an unconscious woman inside. He calls up Chief of Police Kate for help, and she is surprised to recognize the husband—fellow cop and former friend—that he meets Kate’s helpful 414 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95 $6.95

6085305 THE AMISH BAKER’S SECRET COURTSHIP. By Amy Grochowski. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Cassie dreams of opening a bakery—but that dream is put on hold when her twin sister, Mercy, who was abducted at the age of six and never seen again. The damagel family was left in ruin and repair when Attie’s parents inexplicably abandoned her. The most promising breakthrough yet: proof that Mercy survived her abduction and then escaped her captors many years ago. 512 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.95 $9.95

6083145 AN UNCONVENTIONAL AMISH PAIR. By Emma Miller. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When her employer’s son returns after eight years living with the English, she’ll lose her home and renovation job. Chandelier doesn’t mind taking orders from Henry, and so neither can deny their attraction or the underlying problems that separate. 268 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

6096604 THE SAFETY NET. By Andrea Camilleri. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A middle school is threatened by a group of armed men, and a closer look at the situation considering what these students as suspects, forcing him to finally delve into the online world of social media for answers. 328 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95 $9.95

6081355 THE FRIENDSHIP PACT. By Jill Shalvis. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Alone in the world, Tae and her mother, April, pretty much raised each other, but Tae starts asking questions about the father she’s never met, Apr for the first time in her life, goes silent. To make matters worse, Tae is close to broke and just manages to avoid financial meltdown when she lands a new contract. 436 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.95 $9.95

6099649 COLORS OF TRUTH. By Tamara Alexander. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In 1866 Caterina O’Toole arrives in the town of Franklin, Tennessee, searching for her younger brother, Ryan. Ryan’s last contact confirms he is alive, but after disease and illness tear through County Antrim and the O’Toole family, only Caterina and her seven-year-old sister Nora are left to make the journey. 686 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95
THE RANCHER’S SECRET.

By Tate Andrews. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Rodeo star Tate has loved Ellie since high school, even after she married his best friend. Now she is back and single but Ellie is focused on opening her own restaurant, happy she never settled down with her sick father with his ranch and raising her adorable twin girls. Could she be ready to give Tate the second chance that he’s been looking for? 329 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

GOLDEN PERSONAL.

By Shannon McKenna. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When sexy gold medalist Charlie Norton enters her life, Tori is determined to resist. But when she agrees to help him out of a jam, she finds herself drawn to him. 365 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95 $5.95

BETRAYED.

By Susan Stelman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Just as FBI Special Agent Addison Leigh reaches the pinnacle of her cybercrimes investigation into a firearms-smuggling ring, she’s attacked and left in a coma with no memory of the incident. Her estranged husband who rushes to her bedside. 448 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

LIKE CATS AND DOGS.

By Kate McMurray. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Can you fight, and still be perfect for each other? Things are getting rough in this Brooklyn neighborhood when new veterinarian Caleb moves in next door to the Whittaker’s. Caleb gets on the wrong side of cafe owner Lauren. 400 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

AUTUMN SKIES.

By Denise Hunter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The Bluebell Inn is turning a profit, and it’s time for the Bennett siblings to sell it and move on. Only Grace has plans to stay in Bluebell, North Carolina, where she hopes her growing business will save her from the loneliness of her siblings’ departure and the pain of a family business that’s run into so many problems. 368 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

TRANQUILITY FALLS.

By Davis Bunn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Six years ago, Daniel was a Los Angeles financial analyst with a gambling problem. With grief and guilt battling for control, Daniel moves to a quiet California seaside town. He gets sober and becomes the surrogate father to his sister’s two children. He starts courting Jennifer, All three must learn to trust each other. 365 pages. Pap. $13.95 $5.95

HAPPY CATASTROPHE.

By Maddie Dawson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Marnie and Patrick have been in love for a few years. They realize that they are imperfectly perfect together. Still, there are some things that maybe need a little attention. Then an eight year old surprise from Patrick’s past walks into the picture, and 528 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

CASH VALLEY.

By Brian Parowich. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Dane is an ex-surgeon for ImcFallors County and has lived in the town’s secluded country for the past thirty years. He soon finds that certain things are different in this small town. 528 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

SEVEN DAYS IN SUMMER.

By Marcia Willett. LARGE PRINT EDITION. About the love that brings families and friends to the same beach house year after year, and the secrets that may drive them apart. 320 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

WHISPERING HEARTS.

By V.C. Andrews. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The English countryside is beautiful, but for Emma it cannot compare with the bright lights of New York City. Tired of performing only in pubs and at church, she leaves her Army fiancé and heads for London. However New York has a way of changing away at a newcomer’s resolve. Desperate, she bargains with a wealthy couple–but the bargain is not what it seems. 365 pages. Center Point Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

OTHER FAMILY.

By Loretta Nyman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. With a dissolveing marriage, strained finances, and her life in flux, Aly is longs for normal. Her greatest priority is the health problems of her young daughter, Kylie. Symptoms point to a compromised immune system, but every doctor they’ve seen has a different theory. Then comes hope for a cure. 365 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

ONE WOMAN’S WAR.

By Christine Wells. LARGE PRINT EDITION. World War II London. When Victoire “Paddy” Bennett first walks into the Admiral’s Room 39, home to the Intelligence Bureau, she finds the bright and lovely young woman seems to be a secretarial position to the charismatic Commander Ian Flemming. But soon her job is so much more. 436 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95
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NEW FICTION

8054436 RULES OF ENGAGEMENT. By Stacey Abrams writing as S. Montgomery. Large Print Edition. The author of an operative for a top-secret intelligence organization, knows that her undercover work has its risks. She's assigned a partner, brooding Adam, to pose as her love interest and discovers that the most dangerous risk of all is falling in love. 405 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

8075177 THE COMPLETE CREPAX Erotic Stories, Part I. By Gualtiero Crupi. The rock-and-roll adaptations of the erotic literary canon, the world-renowned cartoonist ventured farther into the territory of the transgressive than he ever had before. Collects two stories, “Emmanuelle” that faithfully follows Arsan’s controversial novel, and “Story of a Story” that fantasizes about Georges Bataille’s infamous novel “Story of the Eye.” Adults only. In B&W & 344 pages. Fantagraphics. 10x13¼. Pub. at $85.00 $69.95

8082283 ALL YOU WANT, WHENEVER YOU WANT. By Omau. When Tsukabi’s first encounter with Makino, a new transfer to his Class B, results in a rocky relationship, he assumes they might be too different to get along. But the fearless Makino turns out to be just Tsukabi’s type, and attraction sparks between them when they end up next-door neighbors. Collects seven stories. Adults only. B&W. TOKYOPOP. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95


8097894 A BEAST’S DESCENT INTO LOVE. By Rui Asajima. After sneaking into a black-market auction, the thief Kaoru accidentally steals a highly priced goods: a beautiful demi-human with bull ears and a tail named Asena. Now, Kaoru has to take responsibility and shelter Asena in his home for one month until the champion can take him back to his homelands arrives. Adults only. In B&W. Love.e. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

8097903 WE CAN’T DO JUST PLAIN LOVE. By Tatsuki Miyaguni. When Sanpei and Tutu go on a date, they encounter a group of high school students. With Tutu’s childhood friend Miyu seems interested, and with Kaoru still part of the picture, complications are piling up. Adults only. In B&W. TOKYOPOP. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

8097720 I CAN’T SAY NO TO THE LONELY GIRL 1. By Kasahiko. Ayaka is the model student at her elite high school. However, when her profile is eroded and turned into an unsavory brat by a teacher, Tututa, her reputation is ruined. Then, a former classmate returns with a proposal to help her. Adults only. Japanime. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

8053979 ACTS OF SERVICE. By Lilianne Fishman. Eve has an adoring girlfriend, an impulsive streak, and a secret fear that she’s wasting her brief youth. So one evening she posts some nude online. This is how she meets Olivia and, through Olivia, the charismatic Nathan. Despite her better instincts, she accepts a job at the company, and her actions attract the attention of his patients. With 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $19.95

NEW DVDs

8075959 CATS. Widescreen. A tribe of cats called the Jellicles must decide which one will ascend to the Heaviside Layer and come back to a new Jellicle life. This 2019 film stars Judi Dench, James Corden and Taylor Swift. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. In B&W & Over 3 hours. $5.95

8095950 THE GRAND: Series One. The Grand appears to be a flourishing hotel in Manchester, but the latest modern luxuries. But look inside and you’ll discover a hotbed of illicit affairs, prostitution, murder and more. Contains eight episodes of this highly acclaimed TV series. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Granada. $14.95

8077781 JESUS THE CHRIST: The Bible Series. Fullscreen. This inspiring 1952 program follows Jesus from Mary’s immaculate Conception to his crucifixion and glorious resurrection, a retelling faithful to the Four Gospels according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Stars Nelson Leigh, Jan Arvan and Chris Drake. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Pub. at $14.93 $5.95

8075867 REDNECK ZOMBIES. 20th Anniversary Edition. When a clan of hillbillies takes a vacation at the home of chemical waste into a whiskey still, going blind is the least of their worries as the toxic moonshine turns them into the undead. Includes a bonus CD featuring the film’s soundtrack. R. 90 minutes. Warner Archive. Retro. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


8075888 BACK TO THE FUTURE, 25TH ANNIVERSARY TRILOGY. Widescreen. Experience one of the most popular stories of the 80s and 90s. From the 1985 lighthearted revenge story to the 1989 darkest tale of an alternate future and present. The story of Michael J. Fox’s Marty McFly as he travels to the past, the present and the future. English SDH. Nearly six hours on two DVDs, plus a bonus DVD of extras. Universal. $19.95

8054967 FREUD. Fullscreen. David Susskind portrays the great and influential psychoanalyst in this six-part BBC miniseries. Filmed in Austria, New York and London, it examines Freud’s complex life, his groundbreaking work, and his relationship with his patients. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

8077757 THE GREEN HORNET: Movie Edition. Fullscreen. The city is faced with an unsavory bribe from her teacher. Ayaka must survive the threats of Robin and working alongside sidekick and brilliant inventor Kato (K eye Luke), he takes on the mysterious rogue group thought to be responsible for the police. Starring Chris McKenna. Widescreen. Over 13 hours on DVD. Universal. $9.95

8095934 THE FUNNIEST OF THE PLANET’S FUNNIEST ANIMALS, VOL. 1. This collection presents the absolute best of the best from the hit Animal Planet TV show. Includes over 500 minutes on three DVDs. Respond2Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

8077854 THE WINDSPLITTER. Widescreen. High in the mountains of the Sichuan province of China, a 10 year old orphan boy named Lu rescues a lost panda cub from her mother. As Lu struggles to protect the cub from intruders, the two form a unique bond–one that will change the boy forever. English SDH. 88 minutes. Disney. $5.95

NEW AUDIO BOOKS

CD 8076900 BOYS IN THE TREES: A Memoir. By Carly Simon. Read by the author. Simon’s life and career is one of the last great untold stories of popular music. With thedtale of rock star, poet, feminist icon, seductress and survivor reveals the thoughts and experiences that made her a cultural icon. Over 13 hours on eleven CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

8096894 BIG HISTORY. Widescreen. Reveals surprises between the past and present while exploring 13.7 billion years of history. Crisscrossing through time and space, each of the 17 episodes uses cutting-edge computer graphics and animation to reveal fascinating new facts. Widescreen. Over 9 hours on nine DVDs. Slipcased. National Geographic. $9.95

CD 8076478 TRAIL OF THE PANDA. Widescreen. High in the mountains of the Sichuan province of China, a 10 year old orphan boy named Lu rescues a lost panda cub from her mother. As Lu struggles to protect the cub from intruders, the two form a unique bond–one that will change the boy forever. English SDH. 88 minutes. Disney. $5.95
SDH. 96 minutes. E One.

DVD 699836 I KNOW WHAT I SAW. Widescreen. Director and host James Fox assembles the most credible UFO witnesses from across the world to share their experiences and observations. Not Rated. 94 minutes. A&E. $5.95

DVD 699837 DYNASTY: The First Season. Fullscreen. Relive the high life of the Carringtons of Denver, a wealthy family whose fortunes are endangered when hostilities in the Middle East threaten Blake Carrington's oil empire. Stars John Forsythe and Linda Evans. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. English subtitles. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 607773 JAMES DEAN: The First American Teenager. Fullscreen. In this documentary narrated by actor Stacy Keach, the legendary icon-詹姆斯·迪恩 is remembered. Footage from early TV appearances, stills from his life, and clips from his three Warner Brothers films are interwoven with interviews with his co-workers. Includes a bonus documentary. 159 minutes. Sprocket Vault. $5.95

DVD 605479 THE WHALE. Narrated by Ryan Reynolds, The Whale tells the life-affirming true story of a young, wild killer whale–an orca–nicknamed Luna, who lost contact with his family on the coast of British Columbia and became famous around the world when he tried to make friends with humans. 85 minutes. Docomran. $6.95


DVD 699964 LAST DAYS OF SOLITARY. Widescreen. A searing documentary that offers America's television's most comprehensive look at solitary confinement—a controversial, dehumanizing practice—solitary confinement—and goes inside one state's ambitious attempt to decrease its use. Filmed over three years. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. PBS. $5.95

DVD 607775 THE GREEN PROMISE. Fullscreen. In this nostalgic look back at a simpler time in America, an older farmer (Walter Brennan), sets his ways, discovers his young truck driver, and teaches farming methods to improve his crops. In B&W. English SDH. 93 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

DVD 607780 THE LEGENDARY SINGIN' COWBOYS: Classic Western Collection. Fullscreen. The golden age of westerns comes galloping back to life with four of the West's top singing stars. 11 two-hour episodes. Not Rated. English SDH. 10 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

DVD 607783 TAILSPIN TOMMY in the GREAT AIR MYSTERY. Fullscreen. A 12-episode serial in which Tailspin Tommy evades erupting volcanoes, exploding planes, time bombs, and everything else that comes his way. Includes a map by cryptic profiteers to steal an island's oil reserves. Stars Clark Williams and Delvette Chrie. In B&W. Over 3 hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

DVD 607782 THE YOUNG LAND. Fullscreen. Patrick Wayne stars as a lawman with high morals. Sheriff Jim Ellison, and Dennis Hopper stars as a rebellious gunfighter. In B&W, this series goes on trial for killing a young Mexican, which tests the American system of justice in the newly formed state. Not Rated. In B&W. 89 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

DVD 609420 THE CAPTAINS. Widescreen. Star Trek's original Captain Kirk, William Shatner, travels around the globe to interview the elite group of actors (Chris Pine, Patrick Stewart, Avery Brooks, Kate Mulgrew, and Scott Bakula) who have portrayed the role of Starship Captain, giving fans an exclusive behind the scenes look into a pop culture phenomenon. English SDH. 96 minutes. E One. $5.95

DVD 699988 EMILY OF NEW MOON: Seasons 1 & 2. Based on Lucy Maud Montgomery's novel, Emily of New Moon is the story of a free-spirited, orphaned girl (Martha MacIsaac), whose vivid imagination, passion to write, and romantic nature clash with her strict adoptive parents. Collects all 26 Season One and Two episodes. Over 20 hours on four DVDs. Echo Bridge. $5.95

DVD 6080405 BAD CGI GATOR. Widescreen. Six college grads get a cabin on a swampland's oil empire. To decide to throw their school laptops in a backyard lake in an act of youthful defiance, which unknowingly turns an alligator into a dreaded and insatiable CGI creature. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

DVD 6080391 AIMEE: The Visitor. Widescreen. Scott Keyes is a computer hacker who generally pretends the company of computers to be human beings. A chance code-breaking by his partners, Keyes is finally able to unlock AIMEE, an incredibly advanced AI program that appears in the form of a beautiful and seductive woman. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

DVD 6077174 THE BASKER BOX. In The Awaken Punch, Henry Yu Yang plays an altruistic fighter who begins to build a name for himself as he violently cleans up a town from the local police. Evoer is an early take on the legend of martial artist Gong Sai-Yuk, here played by Meng Fei. Both Rated R. Dubbed and in Japanese with English subtitles. Over 3 hours and two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

DVD 699921 HOLY LANDS. Widescreen. A Jewish American doctor (James Caan) leaves everything behind to become a pig farmer in Israel, a move that turns his world upside down. In B&W. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

DVD 699354 VICTOR CROWLEY. Widescreen. In 2007 over forty people were brutally torn to pieces in Louisiana’s Honey Island Swamp. Over the past decade, the local sheriff (James Caan) and a local warden (Dirk Cottrell) are responsible. When a twist of fate puts him back at the scene, Crowley is mistakenly resurrected and ready to kill once more. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

DVD 607862 THE YOUNG LAND. Fullscreen. Patrick Wayne stars as a lawman with high morals. Sheriff Jim Ellison, and Dennis Hopper stars as a rebellious gunfighter. In B&W, this series goes on trial for killing a young Mexican, which tests the American system of justice in the newly formed state. Not Rated. In B&W. 89 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

DVD 699985X THE WEAPON HUNTER: Season One. Widescreen. Military history buff Paul Shull is on a mission to touch, hold and fire some of the greatest weapons of warfare. He has access to weapons that date from the Middle Ages to the present day. His quest takes him to all corners of the globe in search of the most iconic weapons of the last 150 years and the stories behind them. In English SDH. Nearly 5 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

DVD 605492 FUTURE FLIGHT COLLECTION. In Next World: Future Flight, you’ll see the impossible made possible with planes that shape-shift in flight and jets with self-healing wings. And How Stuff Works: Aluminum episode will showcase that one element that airplanes couldn’t do without. English SDH. Nearly 4 hours. Gaiam. $7.95

DVD 607932 CLOAK & DAGGER: THE WIZARD: Double Feature. Widescreen. In Clancy’s imaginary friend is a super-spy named Jack Flack. When Doye witnesses the real murder of an FBI agent, he finds himself up to his neck in trouble. Then, he’s hired by a famous model to get one with a special talent, evade their parents and a bounty hunter on their way to video game championship in California. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.98

DVD 609885 DIFFERENT STROKES: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. The story of two brothers (Gary Coleman and Todd Bridges) from Harlem who move to Texas and take up road and即刻活在与富裕的白人widower (Conrad Bain) and his precocious teenage daughter (Dana Plato). Collects all 24 hilarious Season One episodes. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Columbia. $5.95

DVD 699343 VANISH. Widescreen. A kidnapped young woman is forced on a road trip full of murder and mayhem that takes place entirely in her captor’s getaway van. Stars Maiaira Walsh and Danny Trejo. Not Rated. 80 Minutes. Raven Banner. $6.95

DVD 699310 PINKY, ELMYRA & THE BRAIN: The Complete Series. The complete season of the award-winning series is now here! Watch the mice’s madcap attempts to outwit their human foes with their own brand of high tech gadgets, as the brainy Pinky and the plucky Emyra in thirteen laugh out loud episodes that parody everything from classic literature to popular movies. English SDH. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $7.95

DVD 699366 LUCIFER: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Bored and unhappy as the Lord of Hell, Lucifer Morningstar has relocated to the City of Angels, where he indulges in a hec of a good time. There’s no rest for the wicked as you’ll be tempted to binge-watch all 13 sexy, dark and irreverent episodes of this supernatural series. Stars Tom Ellis and Lauren German. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $24.98

DVD 6999875 ROGUE: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Grace Travis (Thandie Newton) is an undercover agent for an FBI unit. When she witnesses the real murder of an FBI agent, she finds herself up to his neck in trouble. Then, she’s hired by a famous model to get one with a special talent, evade their parents and a bounty hunter on their way to a video game championship in California. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.98
CONNO. Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. Monterey.

in Wisconsin during World War II. Stars Eric Stoltz and Kate Mara. A true story when the Stirn family lived next to a Nazi POW camp. 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal.

7075980 ALIAS SMITH AND JONES: Season One. Widescreen. Kid Curry and Hopalong Annie are ex-outlaws who just want to walk the straight and narrow, but in order to get amnesty they’ll have to live their lives as Thaddeus Jones and Joshua Smith and avoid the bounty hunters of their trail. Collects 15 episodes. SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $39.98

6094770 TWICE BORN. Widescreen. Longing to show her son the country where she fell in love with his father, an professor heads off on a summer vacation to the battle-scarred city of Sarajevo. There she discovers a long lost war souvenir. Stars Penelope Cruz and Emile Hirsch. Rated R. In English, Bosnian and Italian with English subtitles. 127 minutes. E One.

6094627 THE WOMAN IN THE FIFTH. Tom Ricks (Ethan Hawke) arrives in Paris determined to renew a relationship with his estranged wife and daughter. When the longed for meeting goes poorly, he ends up in a seedy hostel on the outskirts of the city. Invited to a literary meeting, he meets enigmatic Margot (Kristin Scott Thomas), and falls into a passionate affair.

CC. Rated R. 84 minutes. Fliarton.

6999583 ROOM. Widescreen. A little boy held captive in a room with his mother since his birth has never known the world outside. They make a daring escape and experience a dramatic homecoming. Stars Brie Larson and Jacob Tremblay. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Lionsgate.

6999913 GRABBERS. Widescreen. On Erin island, an idyllic fishing village, charming Irland Swan (Ciaran O’Reilly) is tasked with showing police officer Lisa Nolan (Ruth Bradley) her new beat. But during their tour, something begins to unfold. A bizarre tentacled creature is showing up in the waters. Unsolved. English SDH. 94 minutes. MPI.

6999526 FORT MCCOY. Widescreen. A drama based on a true story when the Stirm family lived next to a Nazi POW camp in Wisconsin during World War II. Stars Eric Stoltz and Kate Connor. Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. Monterey.

6095846 THE VANISHING SHADOW. Fullscreen. A 12-episode, 1934, Universal serial in which a son avenges the death of his father at the hands of corrupt politicians. He develops a wide variety of complex devices in his crusade-ray guns, robots, and a vulture-bell. In B&W. SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. VIC Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

607782X RED RYDER DOUBLE FEATURE. Volume 4. In Marshal of Cripple Creek Red Ryder’s only mistake is the outlaw who has been operating right under the nose of the sheriff. Oregon Trail Scouts recounts how Red was teamed up with his young sidekick, Ed (Henry Elleston), to help Allan Lane and Robert Blake. In B&W. 112 minutes. VIC Entertainment.

6093828 THE LITTLE THINGS. Widescreen. Kern County Deputy Sheriff Joe Deacon is sent to Los Angeles for what should have been a quick evidence-gathering assignment, but he becomes embroiled in the search for a serial killer who is terrorizing the city. Stars Denzel Washington and Rami Malek. Rated R. English SDH. 128 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

6085419 WINTER’S TALE. Widescreen. In a mythic New York City near the turn of the 20th century, bungler Pete Lake (Colin Farrell) meets a dying young woman. Falling irrevocably in love with her, his only ambition is to discover a way to conquer evil, stop time, and bring her back from death. Also stars Russell Crowe and Jennifer Connelly. English SDH. 118 minutes. Lionsgate.

6099569 GREAT CARS: American Classics. The stories of these remarkable machines and the people who created them are endlessly fascinating, and unfold here. Covers Chevrolet, Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cadillac, Ford, Chrysler, Studebaker, Kaiser, Duesenberg, Packard, Packard and Tucker, along with sections on ‘Oldest Cars’ and ‘Orphan Cars.’ Over nine hours on 6 DVDs. Questar. Pub. at $49.99

6075908 BODY OF PROOF: The Complete Collection. Widescreen. A compelling drama starring Dana Delany as a sharp-witted, headstrong medical examiner with unorthodox crime-solving methods and strained relationships with the living. In all 9 Seasons. Dr. Hunt’s relentless fight for justice meets a personal journey of redemption. English SDH. Over 60 hours on 12 DVDs. ABC Studios.

6993672 MARAUDERS. Widescreen. When a bank is hit by a brutal heist, all evidence points to the owner (Bruce Willis) and his high-powered clients. But as a group of FBI agents (Christopher Meloni, Dave Bautista and Adrian Grenier) dig deeper into the case and the deadly heists continue, it becomes clear that a larger conspiracy is at play.


609377X SILENT WAR: Battles Beneath the Sea. Widescreen. For the second half of the 20th century, the world’s most powerful nations were engaged in an intense struggle for political and territorial supremacy. As the USA and the USSR developed huge arsenals of nuclear weapons, they and their allies would regularly bring the world close to annihilation–these stand-offs often happening underwater.

English SDH. 104 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.
NEW DVDS

**DVD 6993583 GOTO, ISLE OF LOVE.** Widescreen. Pierre Bissasse stars as Goto, a jealous dictator married to the beautiful Glossia (Ligia Branice). Little does Goto know, Glossia has been in an affair with one of his guards. And that’s not all; Glossia, a petty thief, is hatching his own plot to rob Goto’s heart. Rated R. In B&W and Color. In French with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**DVD 6993834 WOODENHEAD.** Comparable only to the works of greats such as David Lynch, Guy Maddin, Quay Brothers, Hal Hartley and Tom Soledad, a Grimm Brothers inspired picture taking the audience to the darker side of fairy tales. In B&W. Also includes a CD of the soundtrack. 90 minutes. Olive. $5.95

**DVD 6993540 BRAZIL.** Fullscreen. Virginia Bruce and Latin singing sensation Tito Guizar star in this light musical comedy course, plenty of dancing fools. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**DVD 6993795 UNFORGETTABLE.** Tessa is barely coping with the end of her marriage when her ex-husband, David, becomes engaged to Julia. Tessa is finding the man of her dreams and now a stepmother to Tessa and David’s daughter, Julia believes she may finally be able to leave her own troubled past behind. But Tessa’s jealousy takes a pathological turn. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 6993648 LIVE BY NIGHT.** Widescreen. Self-proclaimed anti-establishment outlaw Joe Coughlin (Ben Affleck) isn’t like the gangsters he refuses to work for; he has a sense of justice and an open heart. Driven to right the wrongs committed against him, he and his reckless crew leave Boston for Tampa, where Joe will learn revenge comes at a price. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 6993516 BLACKWOODS.** Widescreen. Tornombered by memories of a deadly car accident years earlier, Matt starts to rebuild his life with his girlfriend Dawn. His tentative happiness is shattered when he is attacked by an anti-establishment outlaw Joe Coughlin (Ben Affleck). Rated R. Widescreen. 107 minutes. Martini Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 6993567 DRACULA IN VEGAS.** Fullscreen. Young German vampire Max becomes a hunter on a vengeance mission. Rated R. Widescreen. 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 60801184 THE STORY OF HONG GIL-DONG.** Fullscreen. Adapted from Hong Gil-Dong, a classic Korean novel written during the Joseon Dynasty, this film follows the illegitimate son of a nobleman, banished from his family due to the corrupt aristocraics. Not Rated. In B&W and Color. In Japanese with English subtitles. 67 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 6082343 THE AUTOMAT.** Widescreen. Recounts the lost history of the iconic restaurant chain Horn & Hardart, which served affordable food to millions of New Yorkers, Philadelphia and Chicago for more than a century. Interviews with Mel Brooks, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Colin Powell and Elliott Gould. English SDH. 79 minutes. Olive. $19.95

**DVD 6083153 LOST ANGEL: THE Genius of Judee Sill.** Widescreen. The never before told story of folk-rock icon Judee Sill, who in just two years went from living in a car to appearing on the cover of Rolling Stone. This documentary charts her troubled relationship to her family, the rise in the music world, and early tragic death. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. $14.95

**DVD 6095764 SPACE MASON AND THE ALIEN CONSPIRACY.** Widescreen. Buzz Aldrin is not only an accomplished astronaut and engineer but also a member of the Freemasons. Explore the fascinating world of Aldrin and his Masonic brotherhood, uncovering the hidden history that has been influencing the course of the world for centuries. Not Rated. 60 minutes. $14.95

**DVD 6090022 DEEP IN THE HEART: Handgun.** Widescreen. Shortly after moving to Dallas, Kathleen (Karen Young) soon makes friends and begins her new life. Larry (Clayton Day) is attracted to Kathleen but she makes it clear she would rather have a friend. On their second date Kathleen is raped at gunpoint. Her intense anger drives her to seek revenge, and she becomes a hunter on a vengeance mission. Rated R. 92 minutes. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 6083161 PHANTASMAGORIA.** Widescreen. Set in a gay, bleak and decrepid European town an American investigative journalist is looking at a series of macabre and strange phenomenon that have been impacting the local residents. After mysterious encounters with a local girl, gorgeous woman, frightful man and a powerful ghost, he and his friends must find a way to clear her name. In B&W. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Salvation. $14.95

**DVD 6080065 HAUNTED STORIES AND TALES OF HORROR.** Widescreen. A bone-chilling horror collection that is looking at a new era of terror, featuring captivating short films from up coming and talented writers and directors. Prepare to be immersed in a dark world that is not real. Mounted in a macabre and macabre collide. Not Rated. 75 minutes. $14.95

**DVD 6095799 TORMENTED.** Widescreen. Tom (Richard Carlson) is preparing to marry the woman he loves. His plans are threatened by his old girlfriend, Vi, who shows up secretly. During a confrontation at the top of the island’s lighthouse, the railing breaks, Tom is thrown into the ocean and the changes when her vengeful spirit begins to follow him wherever he goes. Not Rated. In B&W. Masters. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 6080111 NAPOLEON VS. THE BANKS.** Widescreen. Some of Napoleon Bonaparte’s biggest fights were not decided on the battlefield, but rather, in the world of finance. Take a deep dive into Napoleon’s wars, how they were financed and how the outcome of the war came down to whether he had won. 120 minutes. WOWnow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 6079383 18 1/2.** Widescreen. In 1914, a White House transcript is throughly redacted. Soon we obtain the only copy of the infamous 18 1/2 minute gap in Nixon’s tapes. Stars Willa Fitzgerald and John Magaro. 87 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 6095891 GALAXY GIRLS/PETTICOAT PLANET.** Fullscreen. In Galaxy Girls an alien vessel crashes on a Western themed planet inhabited by beautiful women. Both Rated R. 171 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 6995675 ELEPHANTS IN MOTION.** Widescreen. Walk with the Elephants tells the stories of baby elephants living at the Thai Elephant Conservation Foundation. When a half a century old elephant is been orphaned. *Lifetime Companions* chronicles the experiences of adult working elephants and their mahouts. *Lesson in sustainability and the true nature of conservation.* 38 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 6080154 THE SEX MACHINE.** Fullscreen. In the year 2037, the world has run out of fuel for electric power. An award winning team of scientists come up with an energy source using the world’s oldest profession. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**DVD 6095667 DO I LOVE YOU ROBOT, DO I?** Widescreen. Explores the most human-like robots and the advanced technology blurring the lines between cyborg and human, including humans who are married to their electronic partners. Discusses the semantics, language, the night of her brother and endless possibilities and reality that are developing faster due to cutting-edge science. 52 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 6095656 AMATEUR PORN STAR KILLER 2.** Widescreen. In the follow-up to the underground sensation *Amateur Porn Star Killer*, the sadistic stylist Brandon goes back behind the camera, this time as a director. But when he now stars in a film, he soon lures an unsuspecting young victim into his dungeon of death for a night of sexual gratification and murder. Not Rated. 77 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
Fun City Editions. Pub. at $39.95

**Hero. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles.** 99 minutes.

B&W. English SDH. 93 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray** 6077676 HOCUS POCUS. **Widescreen.** A teenage boy named Max awakens a trio of evil, trick-or-treating witches that were executed in the 17th century. Stars Bette Midler, Sarah Jessica Parker and Kathy Najimy. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 86 minutes. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray** 6077684 RAYA AND THE LAST DRAGON. **Widescreen.** In a realm known as Kumandra, a re-imagined Earth inhabited by an ancient civilization, a warrior named Raya is determined to find the last dragon. Stars the voice talents of Kelly Marie Tran and Awkwafina. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 107 minutes. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray** 6077722 THE BRAVE ONE. **Widescreen.** A young boy adopts a bull after saving it during a storm, but their friendship is soon threatened by the legal ownership of it and the bull fighting. Stars Michael Ray. 100 minutes. **$27.95**

**Blu-ray** 6077648 FROZEN II. **Widescreen.** Anna, Elsa, Kristoff, Olaf and Sven leave Arendelle to travel to an ancient, autumn-bound forest of enchantment. Stars the voice talents of Kristen Bell and Idina Menzel. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 114 minutes. **$7.95**

**Blu-ray** 6077706 THOR: Love and Thunder. **Widescreen.** Thor enlists the help of Valkyrie, Korg and ex-girlfriend Jane Foster to fight Gorr the God Butcher, who intends to make the gods extinct. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions, Chris Hemsworth and Natalie Portman. English SDH. 119 minutes. **$29.95**

**Blu-ray** 6077782 DEEP IN THE HEART: Handgun. **Widescreen.** Shortly after moving to Dallas, Kathleen (Karen Young) soon makes a friend in new life. Larry (Clayton Day) is attracted to Kathleen but she makes it clear she would rather have a friend. On their second date Kathleen disappears, and Larry goes in search of her. His intense anger drives her to seek revenge, and she becomes a hunter on a vengeance mission. Rated R. 99 minutes. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray** 6955722 THE TIN STAR. **Widescreen.** A cynical former sheriff helps a young, recently retired actor shelve his advice, his experience and his gun. Stars Henry Fonda and Anthony Perkins. Includes a double-sided fold-out poster, and an illustrated collector’s booklet. Not Rated. In English SDH. 93 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $24.95

**Blu-ray** 6955772 BARBARELLA. **Widescreen.** It’s the year 40,000 AD when an innocent little girl named Debra has many misadventures while seeking to stop an evil scientist who threatens to bring evil back into the galaxy. Stars Jane Fonda and John Phillip Law. Includes a bonus Blu-ray of extras. Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

**Blu-ray** 6995861 DRAGON WARS: D-War. **Widescreen.** As a boy, Ethan Kendrick (Jay Underwood) would grow up to become the protector of a mythical figure destined to save the world from evil dragons. Years later, Kendrick is a news reporter in L.A. When his city comes under attack, Ethan’s destiny at last comes to fruition. Stars Jason Behr and Amanda Brooks. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

**Blu-ray** 6083292X DEAN’S HOUSE OF HORRORS. **Widescreen.** Abroad a British train, mysterious fortune teller Dr. Schreck uses tarot cards to read the futures of five fellow passengers. What follows, is a terrifying tale of terror, as the doctor reveals the various dreadful tales that are to befoul their traveling companions. Stars Christopher Lee. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray. English SDH. 98 minutes. **$27.95**

**Blu-ray** 6080383 AIMEE: The Visitor. **Widescreen.** Scott Keyes is a computer hacker who generally prefers the company of computers to human beings, but his code-breaking is by his partners, Keyes is finally able to unlock AIMEE, an incredibly advanced AI program that appears in the form of a beautiful and seductive woman. **$12.95**

**Blu-ray** 6939954 CONAN THE DESTROYER. **Widescreen.** Conan (Arnold Schwarzenegger) has been commissioned by evil Queen Taramis to escort a teen princess and her bodyguard to the magic Horn of Dagoth. But when Conan learns that the princess is meant to be a sacrifice, he and a band of allies fight to save her. Stars Arnold Schwarzenegger. Includes a bonus Blu-ray of extras. Rated R. English SDH. 127 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray** 6995624 THE BARBARIAN. **Widescreen.** Young Conan witnesses his family slaughtered by evil snake cult. Raised as a slave, the adult Conan rises up through the fighting pits. Unexpectedly freed, Conan and his companion Valeria are put on the trail by King Doral to free his daughter from that same cult. Stars Arnold Schwarzenegger. Includes a bonus Blu-ray of extras. Rated R. English SDH. 127 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray** 6080805 NOSTALGIA. **Widescreen.** This moving work from director Alexandre Tarkovsky portrays the inner turmoil of Andrei (Oleg Yankovsky), a Russian doing research in Italy. He becomes obsessed with finding the beauty of his translator Eugenia. Not Rated. In Italian and Russian with English subtitles. Includes a UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. 126 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $39.95

NEW DVDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6063412</td>
<td>GOODBYE UNCLE TOM</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6063413</td>
<td>SPECTERS &amp; MAYA</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6080014</td>
<td>DEEP IN THE HEART</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6995748</td>
<td>THE SCARFACE MOB</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6995772</td>
<td>BARBARELLA</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6995861</td>
<td>DRAGON WARS: D-War</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW BLU-RAYS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6063404</td>
<td>GOODBYE UNCLE TOM</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6077706</td>
<td>THOR: Love and Thunder</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6080014</td>
<td>DEEP IN THE HEART</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6955722</td>
<td>THE TIN STAR</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6955772</td>
<td>BARBARELLA</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6995861</td>
<td>DRAGON WARS: D-War</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW AMATEUR PORN STAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6995551</td>
<td>AMATEUR PORN STAR KILLER</td>
<td>Wide Eye</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6995578</td>
<td>AMATEUR PORN STAR KILLER 3</td>
<td>Wide Eye</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WIDE SCREEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3995722</td>
<td>THE TIN STAR</td>
<td>Arrow</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3995772</td>
<td>BARBARELLA</td>
<td>Arrow</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3995861</td>
<td>DRAGON WARS: D-War</td>
<td>Arrow</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Blu-ray 6083323** WORLD WAR III. Widescreen. Shakib is given a job guarding a film set about the Holocaust. He is given a house and an opportunity of a lifetime. When Ladan, his "girlfriend", learns about this, she comes to his workplace to seek help and a place. Shakib’s plan to hide her fails and threatens to destroy his chance to be somebody. Not Rated. In Persian with English subtitles. 107 minutes. Deaf Crocodile. Pub. at $36.98

**Blu-ray 6083447** MISUNDERSTOOD. Widescreen. John Dumonk is returning home from his wife’s funeral, his two children, unaware of their mother’s passing. He makes the decision to tell his eldest son, Andra, but hides the truth from his third born, Milo. Director Luigi Comencini captures the innocence and carefree movements of youth alongside the agonizing feelings of grief. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Radius. Pub. at $39.95


**Blu-ray 6083242** RED ROCK WEST. Widescreen. Upon arriving to a small town, a discharged marine turned drifter is mistaken for a hitman. Mike takes full advantage of the situation, collects the money and runs. During his getaway, things go wrong, and soon get worse when he runs into the hitman, Lyle. Stars Nicolas Cage and Dennis Hopper. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $39.98

**Blu-ray 6095829** WITNESS. Widescreen. A young Amish boy inadvertently witnesses a brutal murder while en route to Philadelphia with his recently widowed mother (Kelly McGillis). Detective John Book (Harrison Ford) is assigned to the case and is forced to seek refuge within their community when his own life is threatened. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 6079962** THE ABANDONED. Widescreen. Marie, a woman who was adopted as a child, returns to her homeland and the isolated, abandoned family farm that she never knew. There she meets a mysterious man, Nicolai, and learns of a nightmarish secret that begins a spiral into darkness. Rated R. English. 92 minutes. Unearthed Films. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 6083277** SEVERE INJURIES. Fullscreen. Melvin Hubble is the last in a long line of unsuccessful serial killers. Fulfilling his father’s dying wish, Melvin sneaks into the Ro Ro Ro sorority house on the night of a big party. Unbeknownst to Melvin and the girls, there is another killer lurking behind the house. Rated R. 64 minutes. Saturn’s Core. Pub. at $39.98

**Blu-ray 6083234** THE LAST SLUMBER PARTY. Fullscreen. The story follows the four-mouthed, sex-crazed Chris (Jan Jensen), Tracy, and Linda as they prepare for the ultimate slumber party. On her last day, Linda tells little do the ladies know that the party is about to be crashed by a maniacal killer with a giant scapel. Not Rated. 72 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $36.98

**Blu-ray 6083390** THE CAT AND THE CANARY. Fullscreen. Ten years have passed since Cyrus Norman’s death. Cyrus’ attorney has gathered his relatives to his mansion for the reading of the will. To the others’ disappointment, Annabelle is the sole heir, but there’s one condition that she be judged to be legally sane. When the attorney disappears in mysterious circumstances, it proves to be the first in a series of horrifying events. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Ws Films.

**Blu-ray 6995608** BARABARELLA. Widescreen. It’s the year 40,000 AD when an astronaut partakes in sexy misadventures while seeking to stop an evil scientist who threatens to bring evil back into the galaxy. Stars Jane Fonda and John Philip Law. Includes a bonus Blu-ray of extras. Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**Blu-ray 6999948** IP MAN: Season 1. Widescreen. After fleeing to Hong Kong, IP Man deliberately keeps a low profile, but inevitably faces a life and death struggle, which brings out the righteous and fearless martial artist hidden inside of him. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three Blu-rays. CinEdigm. $19.95

**Blu-ray 6993575** SURF 'N' EARTHLIGHT. The Complete Series. Widescreen. Feel your heart pound as you scramble with snow geese to escape the talons of a bald eagle above North America. Glide with cranes over Venice and the white cliffs of Dover. Sail over South American mountains, jungles and waterfalls with hummingbirds and condors. David Tennant narrates these Blu-rays. BCC. $24.95

**Blu-ray 6993508** BATMAN VS. SUPERMAN: Dawn of Justice/MAN OF STEEL. Widescreen. In Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, two titans of justice (Ben Affleck and Henry Cavill) meet to solve the mystery. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Darkest. Pub. at $32.98

**Blu-ray 6993664** MAGNIFICENT DOLL. Fullscreen. Dorothy “Dolly” Parton’s (Ginger Rogers) fame is born from her attraction for Aaron Burt (David Niven), Vice President under Thomas Jefferson and James Madison (Burgess Meredith). The politician's blade must soon be known as “The Father of the Constitution” (1947). In B&W. 96 minutes. Pub. at $29.95

**Blu-ray 6993550** DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID. Fullscreen. Legendary director Jean Renoir’s film version of Octave Mirbeau’s novel was adapted for the screen by Burgess Meredith. Paulette Goddard plays the title character, a sexy and sadistic servant girl, whose forthrightness has a curious effect on a wealthy Parisian household. In B&W. 86 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**Blu-ray 6993442** WOODYSTOCK. 3 Days of Peace and Music. Widescreen. For three days in the rural town of Bethel, New York, half a million people experienced the defining moment of their generation. A concert in the woods that brought people of all ages, races, and backgrounds together to experience and learn of a single common goal-peace and music. \*Widescreen. Feel your heart pound as you scramble with snow geese to escape the talons of a bald eagle above North America. Glide with cranes over Venice and the white cliffs of Dover. Sail over South American mountains, jungles and waterfalls with hummingbirds and condors. David Tennant narrates these Blu-rays. BCC. $24.95

**Blu-ray 6993532** BLUE IGUANA. Widescreen. Small time crooks Eddie (Sam Rockwell) and Paul (Ben Schwartz) are in over their heads when a cure lawyer hires them to steal a rare jewel. Meanwhile, a ruthless gangster wants the gem for himself. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Ws Films.

**Blu-ray 6993524** BLINDSPOTTING. Widescreen. A timely and wildly entertaining collection of 16 full-song performances as they were never before seen in the studio with some of music’s biggest stars. Songs include The Way You Look Tonight with Faith Hill, The Lady is a Tramp with Lady Gaga, If I Had a Boeing with Carrie Underwood, Stranger in Paradise with Andrea Bocelli, and many more. 89 minutes. Sony Music. Pub. at $32.98

**Blu-ray 6083226** KARATE CONTRA MAFIA. Fullscreen. In Hong Kong, sailor Lai Chao finds himself wrongfully suspected in a flashy diamond trade. Wanted by the police, harassed by the local godfather and his hooded henchmen, Lai Chao will have to fight for his life and prove his innocence. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. Fortune Star. Pub. at $34.95

**Blu-ray 608012X** POLICE STORY III: Supercop. Widescreen. Jackie Chan reprises his role as maverick detective Shang Ka-Kui, who is recruited by Interpol to infiltrate the operations of a drug lord. Collects the Hong Kong cut (96 minutes) and international U.S. cut (91 minutes). Not Rated. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. Fortune Star. Pub. at $34.95

**Blu-ray 6083307** STORY OF A JUNKIE. Fullscreen. Stars John Spacially as a semi-fictitious version of himself, mixing staged interactions with grim documentary realism. Filmed entirely on location, this is a documentary not just of the long-gone punk科尔-沃克, but of the fascinating and colorful personalities who populate it. Not Rated. English SDH. 79 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

**Blu-ray 6083315** THE UNITED STATES OF LUCY. Widescreen. Notorious rappers Insane Clown Posse, find themselves as unwilling warriors for the First Amendment after they and their fellow rap artist are arrested as a gang by the FBI. With the help of the ACLU, the band fights to uncover the reasons behind the removed from the gang list. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Entertainment One. Pub. at $32.95

**Blu-ray 6080103** MEAN GUNS. The world’s most dangerous criminals are summoned to a new prison on the eve before its grand opening by Moon (Ice-T), the ruthless leader of the world’s most powerful prison. Chaos ensues when weapons and ammunition are passed around and the group, including Luj (Christopher Lambert), begin their fight to survive. Rated R. 104 minutes. Ws Films. Pub. at $29.95

**Blu-ray 6996078** THE ROAD TO RUIN. A group of wholesome high schoolers whose flirtations with vice launch them down a slippery moral slope to death and degradation. Produced by Warren Beatty, and directed by Stephen here. A Filmed as a silent film in 1926 (55 minutes) and then remake as a talkie in 1934 (74 minutes). Includes both...
TANGERINE DREAM: Out of This World. This 2015 release is in memory of Edgar Froese, the leader of Tangerine Dream, a pioneer of experimental electronic music and space rock who sold more records than any other German band in history. These two double-sided vinyls collect 10 tracks including Passing All Signs; Vision of the Blue Birds; Oracular World; La Vision; and more.

Invisible Hands Music. 12"x12". Pub. at $24.99 $17.95
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

Page 49 $6.95
Page 11 $6.95
Page 42 $4.95
Page 38 $7.95
Page 24 $6.95
Page 22 $9.95
Page 4 $12.95
Page 20 $7.95
Page 30 $9.95
Page 43 $6.95
Page 53 $5.95
Page 40 $7.95
Page 9 $6.95
Page 18 $9.95
Page 60 $9.95

To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.